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Robust and Low-Complexity Timing
Synchronization for DCO-OFDM LiFi Systems

Yufei Jiang, Member, IEEE, Yunlu Wang, Student Member, IEEE, Pan Cao, Member, IEEE,
Majid Safari, Member, IEEE, John Thompson, Fellow, IEEE, and Harald Haas, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— Light fidelity (LiFi), using light devices like lightAQ:1 1

emitting diodes (LEDs) and visible light spectrum between2

400 and 800 THz, provides a new layer of wireless connectivity3

within existing heterogeneous radio frequency wireless networks.4

Link data rates of 10 Gbps from a single transmitter have been5

demonstrated under ideal laboratory conditions. Synchronization6

is one of these issues usually assumed to be ideal. However,7

in a practical deployment, this is no longer a valid assump-8

tion. Therefore, we propose for the first time a low-complexity9

maximum likelihood-based timing synchronization process that10

includes frame detection and sampling clock synchronization11

for direct current-biased optical orthogonal frequency division12

multiplexing LiFi systems. The proposed timing synchronization13

structure can reduce the high-complexity 1-D search to two low-14

complexity 1-D searches for frame detection and sampling clock15

synchronization. By employing a single training block, frame16

detection can be realized, and then sampling clock offset (SCO)17

and channels can be estimated jointly. We propose a number of18

three frame detection approaches, robust against the combined19

effects of both SCO and the low-pass characteristic of LEDs.20

Furthermore, we derive the Cramér–Rao lower bounds (CRBs) of21

SCO and channel estimations, respectively. In order to minimize22

the CRBs and improve synchronization performance, a single23

training block is designed based on the optimization of training24

sequences, the selection of training length, and the selection25

of dc bias. Therefore, the designed training block allows us26

to analyze the tradeoffs between estimation accuracy, spectral27

efficiency, energy efficiency, and complexity. The proposed timing28

synchronization mechanism demonstrates low complexity and29

robustness benefits and provides performance significantly better30

than existing methods.31

Index Terms— Light fidelity (LiFi), sampling clock off-32

set (SCO), frame detection, timing synchronization, DCO-OFDM.33

I. INTRODUCTION34

A. Background and Motivation35

THE exponentially increasing demand of mobile data traf-36

fic is saturating the spectral resources in the conventional37

radio frequency (RF) networks [1]–[3]. A potential solution to38
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this spectral bottle-neck is to use high carrier frequency for 39

wireless communications, with a large bandwidth utilized [4]. 40

Light fidelity (LiFi) [5], which uses an extremely wide visible 41

light spectrum for high speed communications, has recently 42

been into the focus, and is considered as a promising technol- 43

ogy for future networks. It has been shown in [6] that LiFi 44

can achieve data rates up to 14 Gbps using off-the-shelf light 45

emitting diodes (LEDs). The intensity of the light at the output 46

of LEDs can be rapidly changed/modulated to transmit data 47

information and to provide illumination simultaneously. 48

The main limitation on the data rate of LiFi systems is 49

caused by the low bandwidth of phosphor-coated LEDs, and 50

can cause inter-symbol interference (ISI) when using standard 51

pulsed modulation techniques such as on-off keying (OOK). 52

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) in con- 53

junction with bit-and-power loading [7] is an effective solu- 54

tion, and has also been widely used for RF systems to combat 55

multipath fading, due to high spectrum efficiency and low- 56

complexity channel equalization. Therefore, OFDM can be 57

applied to solve the problem of ISI caused by LEDs for 58

LiFi systems. OFDM allows transformation of signals between 59

the frequency domain and the time domain by the use of 60

inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) and discrete Fourier 61

transform (DFT). M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation 62

(M-QAM) symbols can be mapped into a number of subcar- 63

riers for transmissions. However, complex-valued and bipolar 64

signals are generated in the time domain, which is not applica- 65

ble for intensity modulation direct detection (IM/DD) LiFi 66

sysems, as intensity modulation optical signals are real and 67

non-negative. This problem can partly be solved by imposing 68

the constraint of Hermitian symmetry, resulting in real-valued 69

signals in the time domain. However, the time-domain signals 70

would be still negative and bipolar, which requires other 71

techniques to make them unipolar before transmissions. 72

So far, there have been a number of techniques to generate 73

unipolar OFDM signals. Direct current biased optical OFDM 74

(DCO-OFDM) [7]–[9] is one of common techniques. A pos- 75

itive DC bias is introduced, and added to the time-domain 76

signals. By clipping the negative parts of the DC biased 77

signals, the resulting signals are non-negative and unipolar. 78

In fact, the LED requires a level of DC bias for illumination, 79

which can also be used to generate unipolar OFDM signals for 80

transmissions. Asymmetrically clipped optical OFDM (ACO- 81

OFDM) [7], [8] is another modulation technique to generate 82

unipolar signals by clipping entire negative signals. By the 83

appropriate selection of subcarriers, the impairment from clip- 84

ping noise can be avoided. However, only a quarter of band- 85

width in ACO-OFDM signals can be used to transmit data. 86

0733-8716 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Thus, it is not efficient in terms of bandwidth, compared to87

DCO-OFDM.88

However, OFDM based systems are vulnerable to synchro-89

nization errors [7], [10]–[16]. As incoherent modulation, i.e.,90

IM/DD, is used for LiFi systems, the frequency synchro-91

nization problem of carrier frequency offset (CFO) [17] is92

inherently absent. Therefore, the remaining synchronization93

problems for optical OFDM systems are timing synchroniza-94

tion, i.e., frame detection and sampling clock synchronization.95

The frame detection is to find the starting point of data96

frame. An inaccurate detection could cause ISI that degrades97

the system performance. The sampling clock synchronization98

is to estimate the sampling clock offset (SCO) within a99

sampling period. This offset is equal to the fraction of the100

sampling period [13], and causes inter-carrier interference101

(ICI) [14]–[16].102

A number of frame detection methods are proposed in103

the literature using training sequences [10], [12], [13], [18].104

In [10], Schmidl uses the correlation of repetition of codes105

for frame detection. However, the method in [10] suffers from106

shallow gradient peaks, and the frame detection is not accurate.107

In [12], an improved method is proposed by Park, where the108

starting point of data frame is detected by the strongest power109

at the receiver. However, this method requires cancellation of110

positive and negative parts in the time-domain signals, which111

is not possible for LiFi systems with non-negative and real112

signals. In [18], Park’s frame detection method is modified113

particularity for DCO-OFDM LiFi systems. However, this114

method is not robust against SCO.115

The sampling clock synchronization is another important116

issue for DCO-OFDM systems. In [13], the effect of SCO is117

simply analysed for ACO-OFDM systems. In [14], a resyn-118

chronization filter is proposed to compensate for the effect119

of SCO. In [15] and [16], sampling clock synchronization120

methods are proposed. However, the frame detection is not121

considered. To the best of our knowledge, a general timing122

synchronization process including frame detection and SCO123

estimation as well as channel estimation has not been investi-124

gated for DCO-OFDM LiFi systems.125

B. Contribution126

In this paper, we provide a comprehensive timing syn-127

chronization analysis for DCO-OFDM LiFi systems. Also,128

we propose a robust and low-complexity maximum likeli-129

hood (ML) based timing synchronization process that includes130

frame detection and SCO estimation as well as channel131

estimation, using a single training mechanism with respect132

to the optimization of training sequences, the selection of133

training sequence size and the selection of DC bias ratio. The134

contribution of this work can be elaborated in the following:135

• First, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work136

to apply ML to timing synchronization for DCO-OFDM137

LiFi systems. We propose a number of robust timing138

synchronization methods. Thus, a high-complexity two-139

dimensional search for frame detection and sampling140

clock synchronization can be divided into two low-141

complexity one-dimensional searches.142

• Second, we propose a minimization of negative chan- 143

nel power (MNCP), a minimization of received signal 144

power (MRSP) and a simplified minimization of received 145

signal power (SMRSP) based frame detection approaches 146

for LiFi systems, respectively. By exploring the non- 147

negative property of LiFi systems, the MNCP frame 148

detection is to minimize the sum power of negative 149

channel coefficients, while the MRSP approach is to 150

minimize the difference between the received and recon- 151

structed signals. Both approaches allow energy efficiency, 152

as they can perform well at low level of DC bias ratio. 153

SMRSP, a special case of MRSP, is to minimize part of 154

difference between the received and reconstructed signals 155

for frame detection. The SMRSP approach provides low 156

complexity, as fine frame detection is not required. The 157

proposed frame detection approaches are shown to be 158

robust against the combined effects of SCO and the low- 159

pass characteristic of LEDs. 160

• Third, by using the training block the same as that 161

for frame detection, SCO and channel estimations are 162

performed jointly. The Cramér-Rao lower bounds (CRBs) 163

of SCO estimation and channel estimation are derived 164

the first time for DCO-OFDM LiFi systems. In order to 165

minimize CRBs and improve frame detection accuracy, 166

the training is designed with respect to the optimization 167

of training sequences, the selection of training sequence 168

size and the selection of DC bias ratio. Therefore, 169

the proposed training design allows trade-offs between 170

energy efficiency, performance, complexity and spectrum 171

efficiency. 172

• Fourth, simulation results show that the proposed timing 173

synchronization structure provides bit error rate (BER) 174

performance close to the ideal case with perfect chan- 175

nel state information (CSI), no SCO and perfect frame 176

detection. The proposed three frame detection methods 177

significantly outperform Schmidl’s method [10], [13] and 178

Park’s method [12], [13], [18] in terms of probability 179

of false frame detection. The proposed SCO estimation 180

and channel estimation methods can provide performance 181

close to their CRBs, respectively. 182

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The sys- 183

tem model is presented in Section II. The optimum timing 184

synchronization is proposed in Section III. The sub-optimum 185

timing synchronization is proposed in Section IV. Performance 186

analysis is described in Section V. Simulation results are 187

presented in Section VI. Section VII draws the conclusion. 188

C. Notations 189

Throughout the paper, we use bold symbols to represent 190

vectors/matrices, and superscripts ∗, T and H to denote the 191

complex conjugate, transpose, and complex conjugate trans- 192

pose of a vector/matrix, respectively. IN and 1N×M represent 193

an N × N identity matrix and an N × M all-one matrix, 194

respectively. X(a : b, u : v) denotes a submatrix of X with 195

rows a to b and columns u to v. X(u : v) denotes a submatrix 196

of X with all rows and columns u to v. [X]a,b denotes entry 197

(a, b) of matrix X. [x]a denotes entry (a) of vector x. diag{x} 198
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represents a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are199

entries of vector x. || · ||2F is the Frobenius norm. E{· } denotes200

the expectation. trace{X} denotes the trace of matrix X.201

II. SYSTEM MODEL202

Wireless optical communications perform best with a strong203

line-of-sight (LoS) channel for transmissions [19], and can204

be described as the combination of a diffuse channel and a205

LoS channel. The optical wireless channel impulse response206

hLiFi(t) is written as follows [20]:207

hLiFi(t) = ηLoSδ(t) + hdiffuse(t − �t), (1)208

where ηLoS is the LoS channel component, δ(t) is the Dirac209

delta function, hdiffuse is the diffuse channel component, and210

�t is the delay between the LoS signal and the first arriving211

diffuse signal. The LoS channel component ηLoS is written as212

follows [21]:213

ηLoS =
{

(m+1)Arx
2π D2 cosm (φ) cos (φ)T (φ)G(ϕ), ϕ < �

0, ϕ > �,
(2)214

where m = − ln(2)/ ln[cos(φ1/2)] represents the Lambertian215

emission order, with φ1/2 denoting the half-power semi-angle216

of LEDs, Arx is the detection area of the receiver, φ and ϕ are217

the light radiance angle of the transmitter and the correspond-218

ing light incidence angle of the receiver, respectively, D is219

the distance between transmitter and receiver, T (φ) and G(ϕ)220

are the optical filter gain at the transmitter and concentrator221

gain at the receiver, respectively, and � denotes the field of222

view (FOV) at the receiver. The diffuse channel frequency223

response is written as follows [21]:224

Hdiffuse( f ) = ηdiff
e j2π f �t

1 + j f
f0

, (3)225

where f0 is the 3 dB cutoff frequency, and ηdiff is the diffuse226

signal gain, expressed as follows:227

ηdiff = Arx

Aroom

ρ

1 − ρ
, (4)228

where Aroom is the surface area of a room, and ρ is the average229

reflectivity of walls.230

Another effect of LiFi systems is the limited modulation231

bandwidth of LED, due to the low-pass characteristic of the232

optical front-ends. This effect causes ISI for DCO-OFDM LiFi233

systems, and can be approximately modelled as follows [22]:234

hLED(t) = e− j2π fbt , (5)235

where fb is the cutoff bandwidth of LEDs. The equivalent236

channel h(t) can be expressed as follows [22]–[24]:237

h(t) = hLiFi(t) ⊗ hLED(t), (6)238

where ⊗ denotes linear convolution. The channel impulse239

response in Eq. (6) is sample-spaced resulting in a number of240

L channel path delays as h = [h(0), h(1), . . . , h(L−1)]T , with241

h(l) denoting the l-th (l = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1) channel discrete-242

time response.243

In the system, a single LED transmits M-QAM symbols to244

the receiver, where a number of N subcarriers are used in each245

DCO-OFDM block. Define s(n) as the symbol on subcarrier n 246

(n = 0, . . . , N − 1). Complex baseband symbols are enforced 247

to be real, by constraining the signals to have Hermitian 248

symmetry as s(n) = s∗(N − n), n = 1, 2, . . . , N/2 − 1. 249

Define s
�= [s(0), s(1), . . . , s(N − 1)]T . The resulting time- 250

domain signals matrix X̃ can be written as follows: 251

X̃ = FH diag{s}F(1 : L), (7) 252

where F denotes the N × N DFT matrix, with (u, v) entry 253

[F]u,v = 1/
√

Nexp(− j2πuv/N), (u, v = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1). 254

The time-domain symbol on the n-th subcarrier can also be 255

expressed as x̃(n) = 1√
N

∑N−1
m=0 s(m)e

j2πmn
N . A DC bias is 256

added to x̃(n) to ensure that most of negative signals become 257

positive. The DC bias is calculated from x̃(n), defined as 258

follows [25]: 259

σDC = K
√

E{x̃2(n)}, (8) 260

where K is the DC bias ratio. By clipping the remaining 261

negative signals, the resulting symbol x(n) is written as 262

follows: 263

x(n) = x̃(n) + σDC + wclip(n), (9) 264

where wclip(n) is the clipping noise, given by 265

wclip(n) =
{

0, [x̃(n) + σDC] > 0

−x̃(n) − σDC, [x̃(n) + σDC] � 0.
(10) 266

Using X̃ in Eq. (6), the transmitted signals matrix X can also 267

be written as follows: 268

X = X̃ + σDC1N×L + Wclip, (11) 269

where Wclip
�= [wclip(0), wclip(1), . . . , wclip(L − 1)], 270

wclip(l)
�= [wclip(0, l),wclip(1, l), . . . , wclip(N − 1, l)]T . 271

We define τ ∈ (−0.5, 0.5) as the SCO, normalized by symbol 272

duration T . The received signal is oversampled by a oversam- 273

pling ratio Q, and the sampling interval is Ts = T/Q. In order 274

to avoid inter-block interference (IBI) caused by the channel 275

and the low-pass characteristic of the optical front-ends as 276

shown in Eq. (6), each DCO-OFDM block is prepended with 277

a cyclic prefix (CP) of length Lcp ≥ L − 1 before trans- 278

mission. Assuming perfect frame detection, the oversampled 279

signal vector y
�= [y(0), y(1), . . . , y(QN − 1)]T for each 280

DCO-OFDM block is written as follows [14], [16]: 281

y = G(τ )Xh + w, (12) 282

where G(τ )
�= [g(0), g(1), . . . , g(N − 1)], g(n)

�= 283

[g(−nT − τT ), g(−nT + Ts − τT ), . . . , g(−nT + (QN − 1) 284

s − τT )]T , with g(n) being the pulse shaping filter; and 285

w �= [w(0),w(1), . . . , w(QN − 1)]T , with w(n) denoting the 286

shot and thermal noises, modelled as additive white Gaussian 287

noise (AWGN) whose entries are independent identically dis- 288

tributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random variables with zero mean and 289

the summed variance σ 2 of short noise and thermal noise. 290
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III. OPTIMUM TIMING SYNCHRONIZATION291

A. Timing Error Effects292

For LiFi DCO-OFDM systems, timing synchronization293

process consists of frame detection and sampling clock syn-294

chronization. The inaccurate frame detection leads to timing295

offset errors, while SCO causes ICI between subcarriers of296

DCO-OFDM systems.297

1) Timing Offset: The equivalent channel model in Eq. (6)298

could cause a channel delay path of L as interference to the299

next block. If the length of CP is long enough, the CP contains300

a number of symbols that are not affected by the previous301

block. If the starting point of data frame is in the ISI free302

range, the orthogonality of subcarriers is maintained.303

Let Im = {−Lcp, . . . , 0, . . . , N − 1} be the index vector of304

symbols in each DCO-OFDM block. Define ε = θ̂ε − θε as305

the timing offset, with θ̂ε and θε denoting the estimate and306

real starting points of data frame, respectively.307

• If ε = 0, the starting point of data frame is the position308

of “0′′ in vector Im , and there is no timing offset.309

• If ε ∈ (−∞,−L + Lcp) and ε ∈ (0,∞), ICI and310

inter-block interference (IBI) are generated in the received311

samples.312

• If ε ∈ [−L + Lcp, 0), the symbol offset error causes a313

phase rotation of exp( j2πnε/N) on the n-th subcarrier314

symbol. This effect can be compensated for by channel315

equalization.316

Therefore, the CP should be long enough to protect the317

inaccurate frame detection.318

2) Sampling Clock Offset: The SCO has two effects: sam-319

pling clock phase offset and sampling clock frequency offset.320

The sampling clock phase offset causes a phase shift, the same321

as the phase rotation caused by timing offsets, which can also322

be corrected by channel equalization. The clock frequency323

offset causes ICI and ISI, which can degrade the system324

performance.325

B. Problem Formulation326

In this paper, we first propose an optimum joint ML timing327

synchronization method by a single block, performing frame328

detection, SCO estimation and channel estimation for DCO-329

OFDM systems. For frame detection, the ML is performed in330

the time domain using a window of size QN on the received331

samples to move forward or backward. At the same time,332

the SCO and channels can be estimated jointly alongside with333

frame detection.334

Let θ̃ε and τ̃ denote the trial index for the start position of335

the frame and the trial value of the SCO, respectively. Define336

yN Q (θ̃ε) = [y(θ̃ε), y(1 + θ̃ε), . . . , y(QN + θ̃ε − 1)]T . The337

optimum joint ML estimates of the start point θε , the SCO τ ,338

and the channel h are performed by addressing the cost339

function as follows:340

�
(

yN Q (θ̃ε); τ̃ , θ̃ε, h(θ̃ε, τ̃ )
)

= 1

(πσ 2)N Q
341

·exp

{
− 1

σ 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣yN Q (θ̃ε) − G(τ̃ )Xh(θ̃ε, τ̃ )
∣∣∣∣∣∣2

F

}
, (13)342

where h(θ̃ε, τ̃ ) is the estimate of channel with the effect of θ̃ε 343

and τ̃ . 344

Remark 1: For OFDM RF systems with complex- 345

valued signals, the traditional solution to Problem (13) 346

is to maximize the equation of yH
N Q (θ̃ε)�yN Q (θ̃ε) with 347

� = G(τ̃ )X
(
XH GH (τ̃ )G(τ̃ )X

)−1
XH GH (τ̃ ) [16]. However, 348

the received signals in LiFi systems are real not complex, 349

and unipolar not bipolar. Maximizing the RF based equation 350

above with complex-valued signals does not provide a correct 351

solution to Problem (13) with real-valued signals. Instead, 352

we propose another solution by minimizing Problem (13) 353

to perform the joint frame detection and sampling clock 354

synchronization. 355

Remark 2: The optimal solution to Problem (13) leads 356

to extremely high computational complexity, as a two- 357

dimensional search is required for joint frame detection 358

and sampling clock synchronization. Thus, we propose a 359

timing synchronization structure that can reduce the high- 360

complexity two-dimensional search to two low-complexity 361

one-dimensional searches. 362

IV. SUB-OPTIMUM TIMING SYNCHRONIZATION 363

By exploring a number of properties of DCO-OFDM LiFi 364

systems, a sub-optimum timing synchronization method is 365

proposed, dividing the whole process into a frame detection 366

step and a sampling clock synchronization step, as shown 367

in Fig. 1. Thus, the high-complex two-dimensional search 368

can be divided into two low-complexity one-dimensional 369

searches. In this paper, all timing synchronization processes 370

are performed using a single DCO-OFDM block, described 371

as follows. First, a number of two coarse frame detection 372

methods are proposed, respectively, to detect coarse timing 373

indexes. Next, fine frame detection is used to provide an 374

accurate start point of data frame. Furthermore, we propose 375

a low-complexity frame detection method, requiring no fine 376

frame detection. Then, by using the training block the same as 377

that for frame detection, the SCO and channels are estimated 378

jointly. Also, two CRBs are derived for the SCO estimation 379

and the channel estimation, respectively. In order to lower 380

CRBs and improve estimation performance, a set of training 381

sequences is designed. 382

A. Frame Detection 383

We propose a number of three frame detection schemes 384

designed particularly for DCO-OFDM LiFi systems: MRSP, 385

SMRSP and MNCP. The MRSP frame detection is performed 386

by minimizing the power between the received and recon- 387

structed signals. SMRSP, a special case of MRSP, is to mini- 388

mize part of difference between the received and reconstructed 389

signals. This scheme provides low complexity, as fine frame 390

detection is not required. The MNCP technique is to minimize 391

the sum power of negative channel coefficients, by exploring 392

the non-negativity property of LiFi channels. The proposed 393

frame detection methods are robust against the combined effect 394

of the SCO and the low bandwidth of phosphor-coated LEDs. 395

Traditional RF frame detection methods [10], [12], require 396

negative and positive parts of received signals to detect the 397
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed timing synchronization for DCO-OFDM LiFi systems.

start point of data frame. However, the received signals in398

LiFi systems are real and non-negative, and are therefore not399

suitable for DCO-OFDM LiFi systems. Also, these methods400

are not robust against the SCO and the low bandwidth of

AQ:3

401

phosphor-coated LEDs.402

1) Coarse Frame Detection:403

a) Minimization of received signal power: In order to404

achieve low complexity, we use a window size of N samples405

moving forward or backward one sample in the received signal406

sample vector, to search for the start point of the frame. The407

received signals used for detection are equivalent to extracting408

a symbol by every Q samples from the oversampled signals in409

Eq. (13) to form a received signals vector N × 1 as yN (θε) =410

[y(Q +θε), y(2Q +θε), . . . , y(QN + Q +θε −1)]T . Since the411

received optical signals are positive and real, we, assuming no412

SCO, propose to minimize the cost function, with respect to413

the timing index θε , as414

J (θε) = ∣∣∣∣yN (θε) − Xh
∣∣∣∣2

F . (14)415

Define P as the length of training sequence used at the416

receiver. Using Eqs. (7) and (11), the training can be for-417

mulated as XP = X̃P + σDC1N×P + Wclip, with X̃P =418

FH diag{s}F(1 : P). Using the training XP of size N × P ,419

the channel h(θ̃ε) at the trial timing index θ̃ε is written as420

h(θ̃ε) =
[
XT

PXP

]−1
XT

P yN (θ̃ε). (15)421

h(θ̃ε) is used to reconstruct the received signal by substituting422

Eqs. (15) into (14). By minimizing the difference between the423

reconstructed signal and the received signal, the MRSP based424

coarse timing index θ̂εMRSP is obtained as follows:425

θ̂εMRSP = arg min
θ̃ε

∣∣∣∣∣∣yN (θ̃ε) − XPh(θ̃ε)
∣∣∣∣∣∣2

F
. (16)426

b) Simplified minimization of received signal power: 427

When P = 1, the training matrix becomes a transmitted signal 428

vector as x. Using Eq. (15), we have 429

h(θ̃ε) =
(

xT x
)−1

xT yN (θ̃ε). (17) 430

Compared with the MRSP method, SMRSP is to minimize part 431

of difference between the received and reconstructed signals 432

to obtain the timing index θ̂εSMRSP by 433

θ̂εSMRSP = arg min
θ̃ε

∣∣∣∣∣∣yN (θ̃ε) − xh(θ̃ε)
∣∣∣∣∣∣2

F
. (18) 434

Please note that SMRSP is a special case of MRSP. SMRSP 435

is robust against the effect of the SCO and the low-pass 436

characteristic of LEDs, requiring no fine frame detection, 437

as the noise power is greatly reduced by the scalar of xT x, 438

as shown in Eq. (17). 439

Theorem 1: Given a fixed t in Eq. (5), higher cutoff 440

bandwidth of the LED fb improves the SMRSP estimation 441

performance. When the cutoff bandwidth of LED fb is as 442

high as possible, MRSP becomes SMRSP. 443

Proof of Theorem 1: See Appendix A. 444

c) Minimization of negative channel power: Since the 445

channels are unipolar and non-negative for LiFi systems, h(θ̃ε) 446

in Eq. (15) contains non-negative channel coefficients under a 447

noiseless condition, if θ̃ε is correct, i.e., θ̃ε = θε . When noise 448

is present, the sum power of negative channel coefficients at 449

the correct timing index is much lower than that at incorrect 450

timing index, i.e., θ̃ε 	= θε . The MNCP technique aims to 451

minimize the sum power of the negative channel coefficients 452

in h(θ̃ε) to obtain the coarse timing index θ̂εMNCP as follows: 453

θ̂εMNCP = arg min
θ̃ε

P−1∑
l=0

∣∣∣{[
h(θ̃ε)

]
l
< 0

}∣∣∣ . (19) 454
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B. Fine Frame Detection455

The presence of SCO results in a biased coarse timing456

index. Therefore, further fine frame detection is required to457

improve the accuracy. For LiFi systems, the first received458

signal is the strongest LoS component [19], [20], followed by459

a period of no signals until the first reflected signal reaches460

the receiver. This is because the signal propagation delay of461

the LoS path is much shorter than the delay incurred by the462

reflected paths [19], [20]. This property is used in the fine463

frame detection to refine the coarse timing index. The residual464

timing error after coarse frame detection can be introduced into465

the channel, which causes the delay of the strongest path. The466

proposed fine frame detection method aims at finding the path467

delay. This can be performed by searching for the position468

of the strongest channel path. Plugging Eqs. (19) into (15)469

yields h(θ̂εMNCP) = [
XT

P XP
]−1

XT
P yN (θ̂εMNCP). The proposed470

MNCP technique for fine frame detection can be described471

mathematically as follows:472

ε̂MNCP = arg max
l

[
h(θ̂εMNCP)

]
l
. (20)473

The estimated timing index δ̂MNCP stemming from the MNCP474

based method is defined as:475

δ̂MNCP = θ̂εMNCP + ε̂MNCP. (21)476

Similarly, plugging Eqs. (16) into (15) yields h(θ̂εMRSP) =477 [
XT

PXP
]−1

XT
PyN (θ̂εMRSP). Similar to MNCP, the delay of478

ε̂MRSP is obtained by searching for the position of the strongest479

channel path as follows:480

ε̂MRSP = arg max
l

[
h(θ̂εMRSP)

]
l
. (22)481

As a result and analog to Eq. (21), we obtain:482

δ̂MRSP = θ̂εMRSP + ε̂MRSP. (23)483

Please note that the LoS component ηLoS is related to LoS484

channel response gain, and thus affects fine frame detection.485

ηLoS depends on the light radiance angle φ, and is inversely486

proportional to the distance D between the transmitter and487

receiver. When φ = 0, the LoS component ηLoS achieves the488

maximum channel power at the same distance.489

The SCO makes the inaccurate channel estimation in the490

frame detection. Thus, we need to improve channel estimation491

successively. In the next section, SCO and channels are492

considered to be jointly estimated.493

C. Sampling Clock Synchronization494

The training sequences that are used for frame detection can495

be employed again in this section to perform joint ML SCO496

and channel estimation. With correct timing index, the joint497

SCO and channel estimations are performed by minimizing498

the cost function as follows:499

J (τ, h) = ||y − G(τ )Xh||2F . (24)500

As the SCO is between −0.5 and 0.5, we use the trial value501

of τ̃ and the training sequences XP to estimate the channel502

with τ̃ as follows: 503

h(τ̃ ) =
(

XT
P GT (τ̃ )G(τ̃ )XP

)−1
XT

P GT (τ̃ )y. (25) 504

By substituting Eqs. (25) into (24), the estimate of SCO τ̂ is 505

to minimize the cost function as follows: 506

τ̂ = arg min
τ̃∈(−0.5, 0.5)

||y − G(τ̃ )XPh(τ̃ )||2F . (26) 507

By substituting Eqs. (26) into (25), the channel estimation is 508

performed as follows: 509

ĥ =
(

XT
P GT (τ̂ )G(τ̂ )XP

)−1
XT

P GT (τ̂ )y. (27) 510

In a multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system, where 511

there are multiple transmitters and receivers, Eq. (13) is 512

still applicable. However, using Eq. (13) leads to extremely 513

high computational complexity in the MIMO case. The pro- 514

posed timing synchronization approach can divide the multi- 515

dimensional problem into a number of one-dimensional prob- 516

lems, greatly reducing the complexity for MIMO systems. 517

Therefore, the proposed approach can easily be extended to 518

MIMO systems. 519

D. Cramér-Rao Lower Bound 520

As the SCO estimation and the channel estimation in 521

Eqs. (26) and (27) are unbiased, CRBs [26] can be employed to 522

provide a performance benchmark as lower bound. We derive 523

the CRBs in terms of closed-form expression for the joint 524

estimation of SCO τ and channel h. As the variance of any 525

unbiased estimator is as high as the inverse of the Fisher 526

Information matrix, the CRB lower bound corresponds to the 527

inverse of Fisher Information matrix. As τ and h are real, 528

the estimation vector θ can be expressed as 529

θ = [τ, h]T . (28) 530

Using the received signals, the corresponding Fisher Infor- 531

mation matrix for the estimate of vector can be written as 532

follows: [26] 533

FIM = 2

σ 2

[
∂yT

∂θ

∂y
∂θT

]
. (29) 534

In the Fisher Information matrix, we should note that, 1), 535

the diagonal elements are non-negative; and 2), the diagonal 536

elements of the inverse of Fisher Information matrix are 537

the bounds for the joint estimates of τ and h. The (u, v) 538

component of Fisher Information matrix is expressed as 539

[FIM]u,v = 2

σ 2

[
∂yT

∂[θ ]u

∂y

∂[θ ]vT

]
. (30) 540

Define A = ∂G(τ )
∂τ XP and B = G(τ )XP . Here, we have 541

∂2y
∂τ 2 = hH AH Ah, ∂2y

∂τ ∂h = hH AH B, ∂2y
∂h ∂τ = BH Ah, and 542

∂2y
∂h2 = BH B. 543

The Fisher Information matrix yields: 544

FIM = 2

σ 2

[
hT AT Ah hT AT B

BT Ah BT B

]
. (31) 545
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Define α = (hT AT �BAh)−1 with �B = I − B(BT B)−1BT ,546

β = (BT B)−1BT Ah, and Ch = BT B. The CRB of the joint547

estimation of τ and h is the inverse of the Fisher Information548

matrix, as shown in Appendix B, and this leads to:549

CRB = σ 2

2

[
α αβT

αβ C−1
h + αββT

]
. (32)550

As the diagonal elements of the CRB matrix are corresponding551

to the bounds for the estimations of τ and h, the CRB of the552

SCO estimation CRB(τ ) is the (1, 1) entry of CRB in Eq. (32),553

given as follows:554

CRB(τ ) = σ 2

2
α555

= σ 2

2

(
hT AT �BAh

)−1
. (33)556

The CRB of the channel estimation CRB(h) is the (2, 2) entry557

of CRB in Eq. (32), given as follows:558

CRB(h) = σ 2

2

(
C−1

h + αββH
)
. (34)559

It can be observed from Eqs. (33) and (34) that the high560

channel gains and the strong power of training sequences can561

minimize the CRB of joint SCO and channel estimations.562

E. Training Sequence Design563

The objective of training sequence design is to minimize564

the CRBs with respect to the SCO and channel estimations.565

It is observed in Eq. (32) that CRB(h) is affected by CRB(τ ).566

Minimizing CRB(τ ) corresponds to minimizing CRB(h). Thus,567

we design a set of training sequences X̂P to minimize CRB(τ )568

as follows:569

X̂P = σ 2

2
arg min

XP

{(
hT AT �BAh

)−1
}

. (35)570

In other words, the optimum set of training sequences can be571

found by maximizing the eigenvalue of hT AT �BAh. As the572

channel h is unknown, it is not possible to find a set of optimal573

training sequences that optimize Problem (35) with general h.574

In order to make Problem (35) tractable, we can simplify575

Problem (35) to576

X̂P = σ 2

2||h||2F
arg max

XP

{
trace

{
AT �BA

}}
. (36)577

Using Eqs. (7) and (11), XP can be expressed by the578

frequency-domain signal s. The optimization problem can be579

formulated to the design of the frequency-domain training580

sequences s. Let R(τ ) = ∂G(τ )
∂τ . Using Eq. (7) and making581

some arrangements, considering the effect of AT A in Prob-582

lem (36), we can formulate the following problem to optimize583

training sequences as584

ŝ = arg max
s

{
trace

{
FH

L diag{sH }FRT (τ )R(τ )FH diag{s}FL

}}
,585

subject to sH s=1. (37)586

We only consider the dominate and significant compo-587

nent RT (τ )R(τ ) in (37) for the optimization of training588

sequences s. We can find the solution to (37) as the eigenvector589

of RT (τ )R(τ ) with respect to the maximum eigenvalue [27]. 590

Define λmax{RT (τ )R(τ )} and vmax{RT (τ )R(τ )} as the largest 591

eigenvalue and the associated eigenvector of RT (τ )R(τ ), 592

respectively. Then, we can find an optimization for Prob- 593

lem (37) as follows: 594

ŝ = Fvmax{RT (τ )R(τ )}. (38) 595

Although the solution is not an optimal solution to the original 596

hard coupling Problem (35). However, we provide a tractable 597

way to establish a solution which is still meaningful in engi- 598

neering applications. Note that the training sequence design 599

depends on RT (τ )R(τ ) with respect to τ which is not known 600

in advance. However, RT (τ )R(τ ) is independent of τ , with a 601

large number of N and Q [28]. The variations of τ have no 602

significant impact on the performance [28]. Thus, we use the 603

range 0 − 0.1 which sits at the center of the SCO between 604

−0.5 and 0.5 to design the training sequences. 605

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 606

A. Complexity Analysis 607

For frame detection, MNCP results in (N2 P) multiplica- 608

tion operations, while MRSP leads to (N2 P2) multiplica- 609

tion operations. As can be seen, MNCP exhibits a P-fold 610

complexity reduction, compared to MRSP. This is because 611

Eq. (16) is not required in MNCP. When P = 1, MRSP 612

becomes SMRSP, achieving (N2) multiplication operations. 613

The proposed sampling clock synchronization method requires 614

(N4 Q3 1
�) operations. 615

With each search, the proposed optimum timing synchro- 616

nization in Eq. (13) needs (N6 Q3 P2 1
�) operations, with � 617

denoting the step size of the search for the SCO. Compared 618

to the optimum method, the proposed sub-optimal approach 619

can achieve a reduction of at least approximately (N2 P2) 620

multiplication operations. This is equal to about 589, 824 621

multiplication operations reduction when N = 64 and P = 12. 622

These parameters are used in the simulation setup in 623

Section VI. 624

B. Performance Analysis for Frame Detection 625

1) Discussion of Training Length P: The proposed MRSP 626

and MNCP frame detection methods can only work if the 627

training matrix XP of size N × P is singular. 628

• When P = N , XP is square. Eqs. (15) and (16) are 629

independent of θ̃ε . MRSP and MNCP cannot work. 630

• When P 
→ N , the proposed MRSP and MNCP provide 631

worse performance, verified in Fig. 4. 632

• When P 
→ 1, MNCP cannot perform, as sufficient 633

training length P is required to generate the number of 634

channel paths L, i.e., P ≥ L, as shown in Fig. 4. 635

• When P = 1, MRSP becomes SMRSP. 636

2) Impact of DC Bias Ratio K : When DC bias ratio K is 637

low, all frame detection methods provide poor performance, 638

as less optical power is used, as shown in Eq. (40). When 639

a high level of the DC bias ratio is used, the DC power 640

of training signals increases. The component of (XT
P XP)−1

641

includes a number of stronger negative coefficients, which 642
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TABLE I

ESTIMATORS WITH ANALYTICAL PARAMETERS (SYN.: SYNCHRONIZATION, EST.: ESTIMATION, CS: CHANNEL ESTIMATION )

is multiplied to the noise in Eq. (15) for the MNCP and643

MRSP techniques. The high-valued negative coefficients do644

not reduce the noise power. The MNCP and MRSP techniques645

cannot perform well. Thus, there is a careful selection of646

DC bias ratio, as a too low or too high level of DC bias647

ratio K makes the performance of the MRSP and MNCP648

techniques become worse. For SMRSP, the noise is reduced649

by the scalar of xT x ≈ K 2E{x̃2(n)} as shown in Eq. (17),650

which is proportional to the DC bias ratio K . Thus, SMRSP651

provides performance improved with higher value of K used.652

The impact of K on a number of frame detection methods is653

verified in Fig. 3.654

3) Discussion of Noise Reduction: The MNCP technique655

reduces the noise by
(
XT

P XP
)−1

XT
P , while the MRSP tech-656

nique does not reduce the noise power, as the component of657

XP
(
XT

PXP
)−1

XT
P is multiplied to the noise. For this reason,658

the MNCP technique provides better performance than the659

MRSP technique. The SMRSP frame detection reduces the660

noise by a scalar of xT x. However, some negative coefficients661

have strong power in (XT
PXP)−1XT

P for the MNCP technique,662

which does not reduce the noise power. Thus, the SMRSP663

frame detection provides better performance than MNCP and664

MRSP techniques, verified in Fig. 2.665

C. Performance Analysis for Sampling Clock Synchronization666

1) Discussion of Training Length P: Let B = U�VT be667

the singular value decomposition (SVD), where � denotes the668

diagonal singular matrix of size QN × P , U and V denote669

unitary matrices of sizes QN × QN and P × P , respectively.670

Let Ũ = U(1 : QN, 1 : P). After some mathematical671

simplification as shown in Appendix C, Eq. (36) can be672

rewritten as follows:673

X̂P = σ 2

2||h||2F
arg max

XP

{
trace

{
AT

(
I − ŨŨ

T
)

A
}}

. (39)674

Ũ is the QN × P sub-matrix of an unitary matrix. When675

P 
→ N , ŨŨ
T

tends towards an identity matrix, i.e., (I −676

ŨŨ
T
) 
→ 0. Problem (39) cannot be optimized. When P 
→ 1,677

using Eqs. (26) and (27) does not generate a sufficient number678

of channel paths. Therefore, the training sequence length P679

should be larger than L, and much less than N . The impact680

of training sequence length P is verified in Fig. 7.681

2) Impact of DC Bias Ratio K : Since CRB(τ ) is a scalar,682

a high DC bias ratio enhances the power of training signals,683

and minimizes the CRB(τ ) of the SCO estimation.684

For channel estimation, the CRB(h) includes C−1
h and685

αββH , as shown in Eq. (34). With a large size of G(τ ), it holds686

that GT (τ )G(τ ) ≈ I. Thus, we have C−1
h ≈ (XT

PXP )−1.687

Minimizing α, i.e., CRB(τ ), results in ||αββH ||2F 688

||(XT
P XP)−1||2F . Thus, the CRB of the channel estimation 689

depends on the component of C−1
h or (XT

PXP )−1 rather than 690

αββH . If a low level of DC bias ratio K is used in training 691

sequences, less optical power is used, as shown in Eq. (40). 692

The proposed channel estimation provides poor performance. 693

However, a high level of DC bias ratio does not minimize 694

the CRB of the channel estimation. This is because the high 695

DC bias makes the high power of negative coefficients in 696

(XT
PXP)−1, resulting in the increased value of CRB(h). Thus, 697

the DC bias ratio K should be carefully selected to trade off 698

the SCO estimation and the channel estimation. The impact 699

of DC bias ratio K is verified in Fig. 8. 700

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS 701

We use Monte-Carlo simulations to analyze the performance 702

of the proposed timing synchronization methods for DCO- 703

OFDM systems. Unless otherwise stated, the simulations 704

assume that a data frame contains 256 DCO-OFDM blocks 705

of N = 64 subcarriers. The CP length is LCP = 16. An over- 706

sampling ratio of Q = 4 is used. A single DCO-OFDM 707

block is used as training, resulting in a training overhead of 708

1/256 = 0.39%. The DC bias ratio is set as K = 1. The 709

training sequence length is P = 12 or P = 6. However, 710

the optimum selection of K and P depends on method used. 711

Table I shows the optimal selection of K and P for a 712

number of frame detection and sampling clock synchronization 713

methods. A raised cosine filter is employed, with roll off factor 714

of 0.2. The symbol rates are 500 Msymbols/s. A step size 715

of � = 0.001 is used to search for the SCO. The training 716

sequences are generated using SCO τ = 0 or τ = 0.1. 717

The mean squared error (MSE) between the true and esti- 718

mated SCOs, is defined as MSE = E{(τ − τ̂ )2}. The MSE of 719

channel estimation is defined as MSE = E{(h − ĥ)T (h − ĥ)}. 720

Energy per bit for optical power is denoted by Eb,opt, while 721

electrical power by Eb,ele. The optical power is obtained from 722

the electrical power as follows [8]: 723

Eb,opt

N0
= K 2

1 + K 2

Eb,ele

N0
. (40) 724

The 3-dB cutoff bandwidth of LED is fb = 81.5 MHz [19]. 725

The room size is 5 m × 5 m × 3 m (length × width × 726

height) [23]. The LED is located on the ceiling, with the 727

coordinate (3 m, 3 m, 3 m). The receiver is on the desk of 728

height 1 m facing upwards. A transmitter’s light radiance angle 729

of φ = 40 degrees is used, while the receiver’s corresponding 730

light incidence angle is ϕ = 60 degrees [22]–[24]. The receiver 731

detection area is Arx = 1 cm2 is used. The half-power semi- 732

angle of LED is φ1/2 = 60 degrees. The average reflectivity 733

of walls is assumed to be ρ = 0.8. An optical filter gain of 734
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Fig. 2. Probability of false frame detection performance of the proposed
MRSP, SMRSP and MNCP based frame detection methods, with P = 12
training sequence length and K = 1 DC bias ratio, in the presence of SCO.

T (φ) = 1 is considered at the transmitter, while a concentrator735

gain of G(ϕ) = 1 is used at the receiver.736

A. Performance of Frame Detection737

In Fig. 2, the probability of false frame detection of738

the proposed MRSP, SMRSP and MNCP frame detection739

schemes is demonstrated, in comparison with Schmidl’s740

method and Park’s method [10], [12], [13], [18], in the741

presence of SCO. The MRSP and MNCP frame detec-742

tion schemes result in performance significantly better than743

Schmidl’s method and Park’s method. MNCP outperforms744

MRSP in terms of 3 dB gains. This is because MNCP745

can reduce noise power, as discussed in Subsection V-B-3).746

SMRSP is robust against the effect of SCO when no fine frame747

detection is in place. It provides a better performance than748

MRSP and MNCP at low Eb,ele/N0. This is because SMRSP749

can suppress noise power, more than MNCP, as discussed750

in Subsection V-B-3). Schmidl’s and Park’s methods are not751

robust against the combined effect of SCO and the low-pass752

characteristic of LED.753

Fig. 3 demonstrates the impact of DC bias ratio on the false754

frame detection probability performance when using MRSP,755

SMRSP and MNCP, in the presence of SCO, with Eb,ele/N0 =756

10 dB and P = 12. MRSP and MNCP frame detection757

approaches demonstrate a concave with the variations of DC758

bias ratio, and achieve the best performance at K = 1 DC bias759

ratio. There is significant improvement using SMRSP when a760

higher DC bias ratio used. This is because the noise is reduced761

by the scalar of xT x ≈ K 2E{x̃2(n)}, which is proportional to762

the DC bias ratio K , as discussed in Subsection V-B-2).763

In Fig. 4, the impact of training sequence length P on764

the performance of false frame detection probability for the765

proposed methods is demonstrated, in the presence of SCO,766

with Eb,ele/N0 = 10 dB and K = 1. SMRSP is shown with767

P = 1 training sequence length, as a special case of MRSP.768

With short training sequence length, MRSP provides better769

performance than MNCP. This is because MNCP requires770

Fig. 3. Impact of DC bias ratio K on the probability of false frame detection
performance of the proposed MRSP, SMRSP and MNCP based frame detec-
tion methods, with P = 12 training sequence length and Eb,ele/N0 = 10 dB,
in the presence of SCO.

Fig. 4. Impact of training sequence length P on the probability of false
frame detection performance of the proposed MRSP, SMRSP, MNCP based
frame detection methods, with K = 1 DC bias ratio and Eb,ele/N0 = 10 dB,
in the presence of SCO.

sufficient training length to generate the total number of 771

channel paths for frame detection. SMRSP can minimize part 772

of difference between the received and reconstructed signals 773

to perform frame detection. When P becomes large and 774

close to N , the proposed methods provide worse performance, 775

because the training matrix is close to square. This is consis- 776

tent with the discussion in Subsection V-B-1). 777

B. Performances of Sampling Clock synchronization 778

Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate the MSE performance of the 779

proposed SCO estimation and channel estimation methods, 780

respectively, with K = 1 DC bias ratio and P = 6 781

training sequence length. From Eb,ele/N0s = 0 dB to 15 782

dB, there is a big performance gap. This is due to the 783

false frame detection, affecting the MSE performance of the 784

proposed SCO estimation and channel estimation methods. 785

From Eb,ele/N0s = 15 dB to 30 dB, the proposed SCO 786
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Fig. 5. MSE performance of the proposed SCO estimation, in comparison
to the CRB of SCO estimation, with K = 1 DC bias ratio and P = 6 training
sequence length.

Fig. 6. MSE performance of the proposed channel estimation, in comparison
to the CRB for channel estimation, with K = 1 DC bias ratio and P = 6
training sequence length. CS refers to channel estimation in the legend.

estimation and channel estimation schemes alongside the pro-787

posed frame detection can provide MSE performance, close788

to their CRBs.789

Fig. 7 demonstrates the impact of training sequence length790

P on the MSE performance of the proposed SCO and channel791

estimation schemes, with Eb,ele/N0 = 20 dB and K = 1 DC792

bias ratio. The proposed SCO and channel estimation schemes793

show the best performance at training sequence length P = 6.794

This is because the sufficient training length P is required795

to generate the total number of channel paths. When P is too796

large, we have (I−ŨŨ
T
) ≈ 0 in Eq. (39). Problem (39) cannot797

be optimized. The proposed SCO and channel estimation798

schemes cannot work. This is consistent with the discussion799

in Subsection V-C-1).800

Fig. 8 showcases the impact of DC bias ratio K on the MSE801

performance of the proposed SCO and channel estimation802

schemes, with Eb,ele/N0 = 20 dB and P = 6. The proposed803

SCO estimation scheme provides performance improvements804

when the DC bias ratio increases. This is due to two reasons:805

Fig. 7. Impact of the training sequence length P on the MSE performance
of the proposed SCO and channel estimation methods, with K = 1 DC bias
ratio and Eb,ele/N0 = 20 dB.

Fig. 8. Impact of the DC bias ratio K on the MSE performance of the
proposed SCO and channel estimation methods, with P = 6 training sequence
length and Eb,ele/N0 = 20 dB.

One reason is that greater optical power is used with a higher 806

level of DC bias ratio. The other reason is that at the same time 807

with the addition of a larger DC bias, the DC signal power can 808

be enhanced, minimizing the CRB(τ ) of the SCO estimation. 809

Thus, the proposed SCO estimation method improves. This 810

is consistent with the discussion in Subsection V-C-2). Also, 811

it is shown that the proposed SCO estimation scheme yield 812

performance that is close to the CRB. For the proposed channel 813

estimation method, a high level of DC bias ratio does not 814

improve the performance. This is because the high DC bias 815

makes the high power of negative coefficients in (XT
P XP)−1, 816

resulting in the increased value of CRB(h), as discussed in 817

Subsection V-C-2). Thus, the performance of the proposed 818

channel estimation is shown to be concave. The best perfor- 819

mance can be achieved at K = 1. 820

C. BER Performance of Proposed Timing Synchronization 821

In Fig. 9, the BER performance of the proposed 822

timing synchronization process is demonstrated with 823
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Fig. 9. BER performance of the proposed timing synchronizing scheme.
EQ refers to equalization; CE refers to channel estimation and est. refers to
estimation.

16 QAM modulation. The zero forcing (ZF) based equalization824

method with perfect frame detection, no SCO and perfect CSI825

is used as benchmark. The proposed timing synchronization826

process includes three frame detection methods, i.e., MRSP,827

SMRSP and NMCP, and the proposed SCO and channel828

estimation methods. With a training overhead of 0.39%,829

a number of proposed timing synchronization schemes830

provide BER performance significantly better than Schmidl’s831

and Park’s methods [10], [12], [13], [18], and performance832

close to the ZF equalization based case with perfect CSI,833

no SCO and perfect frame detection.834

VII. CONCLUSION835

In this paper, we have proposed a timing synchronization836

mechanism for DCO-OFDM LiFi systems. By using a sin-837

gle training DCO-OFDM block, frame detection and SCO838

estimation can be performed together jointly with channel839

estimation. The proposed timing synchronization techniques840

provide BER performance close to the ideal case with perfect841

CSI, no SCO and perfect frame detection. The proposed new842

frame detection methods significantly outperform Schmidl’s843

method and Park’s method in terms of probability of false844

frame detection, and demonstrate the robustness against the845

SCO and the low-pass characteristic of the optical front-ends.846

The proposed SCO estimation and channel estimation methods847

result in performance close to CRBs. The proposed timing848

synchronization mechanism allows harnessing of trade-offs849

between estimation accuracy, spectral efficiency, energy effi-850

ciency, and complexity. In future work, we consider extending851

the timing synchronization to MIMO systems.852

APPENDIX A853

PROOF OF THEOREM 1854

Let x(n, l) denote the transmitted symbol on the n-th row855

and l-th column of X. Let X = [x(0), x(1), . . . , x(N − 1)]T ,856

with x(n) = [x(n, 0), x(n, 1), . . . , x(n, L − 1)].857

The transmitted signal vector can be written as858

x = [x(0, 0), x(1, 0), . . . , x(N − 1, 0)]T . Eq. (17) can 859

be re-written as follows: 860

h(θ̃ε) =
(

xT x
)−1 × {r(0)h(0) + r(1)h(1) 861

+ . . . r(L − 1)h(L − 1)} (41) 862

where r(0) = x2(0, 0)+ x2(1, 0)+ . . .+ x2(N − 1, 0), r(1) = 863

x(0, 0)x(0, 1) + . . . x(N − 1, 0)x(N − 1, 1), …, r(L − 1) = 864

x(0, 0)x(0, L − 1) + . . . x(N − 1, 0)x(N − 1, L − 1). Since 865

xT x = r(0), the reconstructed signal in Eq. (18) is given as 866

follows: 867

h(θ̃ε)x = h(0)x +
(

xT x
)−1

868

× {r(1)h(1) + . . . r(L − 1)h(L − 1)} x. (42) 869

The first term of Eq. (42) is the part of received signals 870

yN (θ̃ε), while the second term is the difference. The SMRSP 871

based frame detection is to cancel the first term, by treating 872

the second term as noise. If fb1 < fb2 , from Eq. (5), we can 873

obtain 874

hLED(t, fb2)

hLED(t, fb1)
= e j2π t ( fb1− fb2 ) < 1. (43) 875

We can see hLED(t, fb2) < hLED(t, fb1) with a fixed t and 876

t 	= 0. Thus, the higher cutoff bandwidth leads to lower 877

channel response of h(1), . . . , h(L −1). The power of the sec- 878

ond term of Eq. (42) is reduced. The difference between the 879

received and reconstructed signals is minimized. The SMRSP 880

frame detection improves. When the cutoff bandwidth is as 881

high as possible, we have e− j2π fbt ≈ 0 with a fixed t and 882

t 	= 0, resulting in h(1), . . . , h(L − 1) 
→ 0. MRSP becomes 883

SMRSP. This proves Theorem 1. 884

APPENDIX B 885

MATHEMATICAL DERIVATIONS OF CRB 886

The Fisher Information matrix in Eq. (31) can be rewritten 887

as follows: 888

FIM = 2

σ 2

[
Cτ ϒT

ϒ Ch

]
(44) 889

where Cτ = hH AH Ah, Ch = BH B and ϒ = BH Ah. 890

According to the matrix inverse lemma [29], we can obtain 891

the inverse of Fisher Information matrix: 892

2

σ 2 F−1
IM =

[
01×L

IL×L

]
C−1

h

[
0L×1, IL×L

]
893

+
[

1
−C−1

h ϒ

] (
Cτ − ϒT C−1

h ϒ
)−1 [

1 − ϒT C−1
h

]
894

=
[

0 01×L

0L×1 C−1
h

]
+

(
Cτ − ϒT C−1

h ϒ
)−1

895

×
[

1 −ϒT C−1
h

−C−1
h ϒ C−1

h ϒϒT C−1
h

]
(45) 896

Let α
�=

(
Cτ − ϒT C−1

h ϒ
)−1 = (

hH AH�BAh
)−1

with 897

�B = I−B(BT B)−1BT and β
�= −C−1

h ϒ = (BH B)−1BH Ah. 898

Eq. (45) can be rewritten: 899

2

σ 2 F−1
IM =

[
0 01×K

0K×1 C−1
h

]
+ α

[
1 βH

β ββH

]
. (46) 900
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Thus, the joint CRB of the SCO estimation and channel901

estimation is expressed:902

CRB = σ 2

2

[
α αβH

αβ C−1
h + αββH

]
. (47)903

This proves Eq. (32).904

APPENDIX C905

PROOF OF EQ. (39)906

It holds that907

(BT B)−1 =
(

V�T UT · U�VT
)−1 =

(
V�2VT

)−1
908

= V�−2VT . (48)909

Thus,910

B(BT B)−1BT = U�VT · V�−2VT · V�T UT
911

= U��−2�T UT . (49)912

Define �̃ = �(1 : L, 1 : L) as the diagonal matrix with913

diagonal elements being the eigenvalue of B. Since � =914

[�̃, 0]T , we have �−2 = �̃−2 and �T = [�̃, 0]. Also, we can915

obtain916

��−2�T =
[

�̃

0

]
�̃−2[�̃, 0] =

[
IL×L 0

0 0

]
. (50)917

Plugging Eq. (50) into Eq. (49) results in:918

�B = I − B(BT B)−1BT
919

= I − U
[

IL×L 0
0 0

]
UT = I − ŨŨ

T
. (51)920

This proves Eq. (39) from Eq. (36).921
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Robust and Low-Complexity Timing
Synchronization for DCO-OFDM LiFi Systems
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Abstract— Light fidelity (LiFi), using light devices like lightAQ:1 1

emitting diodes (LEDs) and visible light spectrum between2

400 and 800 THz, provides a new layer of wireless connectivity3

within existing heterogeneous radio frequency wireless networks.4

Link data rates of 10 Gbps from a single transmitter have been5

demonstrated under ideal laboratory conditions. Synchronization6

is one of these issues usually assumed to be ideal. However,7

in a practical deployment, this is no longer a valid assump-8

tion. Therefore, we propose for the first time a low-complexity9

maximum likelihood-based timing synchronization process that10

includes frame detection and sampling clock synchronization11

for direct current-biased optical orthogonal frequency division12

multiplexing LiFi systems. The proposed timing synchronization13

structure can reduce the high-complexity 1-D search to two low-14

complexity 1-D searches for frame detection and sampling clock15

synchronization. By employing a single training block, frame16

detection can be realized, and then sampling clock offset (SCO)17

and channels can be estimated jointly. We propose a number of18

three frame detection approaches, robust against the combined19

effects of both SCO and the low-pass characteristic of LEDs.20

Furthermore, we derive the Cramér–Rao lower bounds (CRBs) of21

SCO and channel estimations, respectively. In order to minimize22

the CRBs and improve synchronization performance, a single23

training block is designed based on the optimization of training24

sequences, the selection of training length, and the selection25

of dc bias. Therefore, the designed training block allows us26

to analyze the tradeoffs between estimation accuracy, spectral27

efficiency, energy efficiency, and complexity. The proposed timing28

synchronization mechanism demonstrates low complexity and29

robustness benefits and provides performance significantly better30

than existing methods.31

Index Terms— Light fidelity (LiFi), sampling clock off-32

set (SCO), frame detection, timing synchronization, DCO-OFDM.33

I. INTRODUCTION34

A. Background and Motivation35

THE exponentially increasing demand of mobile data traf-36

fic is saturating the spectral resources in the conventional37

radio frequency (RF) networks [1]–[3]. A potential solution to38
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this spectral bottle-neck is to use high carrier frequency for 39

wireless communications, with a large bandwidth utilized [4]. 40

Light fidelity (LiFi) [5], which uses an extremely wide visible 41

light spectrum for high speed communications, has recently 42

been into the focus, and is considered as a promising technol- 43

ogy for future networks. It has been shown in [6] that LiFi 44

can achieve data rates up to 14 Gbps using off-the-shelf light 45

emitting diodes (LEDs). The intensity of the light at the output 46

of LEDs can be rapidly changed/modulated to transmit data 47

information and to provide illumination simultaneously. 48

The main limitation on the data rate of LiFi systems is 49

caused by the low bandwidth of phosphor-coated LEDs, and 50

can cause inter-symbol interference (ISI) when using standard 51

pulsed modulation techniques such as on-off keying (OOK). 52

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) in con- 53

junction with bit-and-power loading [7] is an effective solu- 54

tion, and has also been widely used for RF systems to combat 55

multipath fading, due to high spectrum efficiency and low- 56

complexity channel equalization. Therefore, OFDM can be 57

applied to solve the problem of ISI caused by LEDs for 58

LiFi systems. OFDM allows transformation of signals between 59

the frequency domain and the time domain by the use of 60

inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) and discrete Fourier 61

transform (DFT). M-ary quadrature amplitude modulation 62

(M-QAM) symbols can be mapped into a number of subcar- 63

riers for transmissions. However, complex-valued and bipolar 64

signals are generated in the time domain, which is not applica- 65

ble for intensity modulation direct detection (IM/DD) LiFi 66

sysems, as intensity modulation optical signals are real and 67

non-negative. This problem can partly be solved by imposing 68

the constraint of Hermitian symmetry, resulting in real-valued 69

signals in the time domain. However, the time-domain signals 70

would be still negative and bipolar, which requires other 71

techniques to make them unipolar before transmissions. 72

So far, there have been a number of techniques to generate 73

unipolar OFDM signals. Direct current biased optical OFDM 74

(DCO-OFDM) [7]–[9] is one of common techniques. A pos- 75

itive DC bias is introduced, and added to the time-domain 76

signals. By clipping the negative parts of the DC biased 77

signals, the resulting signals are non-negative and unipolar. 78

In fact, the LED requires a level of DC bias for illumination, 79

which can also be used to generate unipolar OFDM signals for 80

transmissions. Asymmetrically clipped optical OFDM (ACO- 81

OFDM) [7], [8] is another modulation technique to generate 82

unipolar signals by clipping entire negative signals. By the 83

appropriate selection of subcarriers, the impairment from clip- 84

ping noise can be avoided. However, only a quarter of band- 85

width in ACO-OFDM signals can be used to transmit data. 86
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Thus, it is not efficient in terms of bandwidth, compared to87

DCO-OFDM.88

However, OFDM based systems are vulnerable to synchro-89

nization errors [7], [10]–[16]. As incoherent modulation, i.e.,90

IM/DD, is used for LiFi systems, the frequency synchro-91

nization problem of carrier frequency offset (CFO) [17] is92

inherently absent. Therefore, the remaining synchronization93

problems for optical OFDM systems are timing synchroniza-94

tion, i.e., frame detection and sampling clock synchronization.95

The frame detection is to find the starting point of data96

frame. An inaccurate detection could cause ISI that degrades97

the system performance. The sampling clock synchronization98

is to estimate the sampling clock offset (SCO) within a99

sampling period. This offset is equal to the fraction of the100

sampling period [13], and causes inter-carrier interference101

(ICI) [14]–[16].102

A number of frame detection methods are proposed in103

the literature using training sequences [10], [12], [13], [18].104

In [10], Schmidl uses the correlation of repetition of codes105

for frame detection. However, the method in [10] suffers from106

shallow gradient peaks, and the frame detection is not accurate.107

In [12], an improved method is proposed by Park, where the108

starting point of data frame is detected by the strongest power109

at the receiver. However, this method requires cancellation of110

positive and negative parts in the time-domain signals, which111

is not possible for LiFi systems with non-negative and real112

signals. In [18], Park’s frame detection method is modified113

particularity for DCO-OFDM LiFi systems. However, this114

method is not robust against SCO.115

The sampling clock synchronization is another important116

issue for DCO-OFDM systems. In [13], the effect of SCO is117

simply analysed for ACO-OFDM systems. In [14], a resyn-118

chronization filter is proposed to compensate for the effect119

of SCO. In [15] and [16], sampling clock synchronization120

methods are proposed. However, the frame detection is not121

considered. To the best of our knowledge, a general timing122

synchronization process including frame detection and SCO123

estimation as well as channel estimation has not been investi-124

gated for DCO-OFDM LiFi systems.125

B. Contribution126

In this paper, we provide a comprehensive timing syn-127

chronization analysis for DCO-OFDM LiFi systems. Also,128

we propose a robust and low-complexity maximum likeli-129

hood (ML) based timing synchronization process that includes130

frame detection and SCO estimation as well as channel131

estimation, using a single training mechanism with respect132

to the optimization of training sequences, the selection of133

training sequence size and the selection of DC bias ratio. The134

contribution of this work can be elaborated in the following:135

• First, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work136

to apply ML to timing synchronization for DCO-OFDM137

LiFi systems. We propose a number of robust timing138

synchronization methods. Thus, a high-complexity two-139

dimensional search for frame detection and sampling140

clock synchronization can be divided into two low-141

complexity one-dimensional searches.142

• Second, we propose a minimization of negative chan- 143

nel power (MNCP), a minimization of received signal 144

power (MRSP) and a simplified minimization of received 145

signal power (SMRSP) based frame detection approaches 146

for LiFi systems, respectively. By exploring the non- 147

negative property of LiFi systems, the MNCP frame 148

detection is to minimize the sum power of negative 149

channel coefficients, while the MRSP approach is to 150

minimize the difference between the received and recon- 151

structed signals. Both approaches allow energy efficiency, 152

as they can perform well at low level of DC bias ratio. 153

SMRSP, a special case of MRSP, is to minimize part of 154

difference between the received and reconstructed signals 155

for frame detection. The SMRSP approach provides low 156

complexity, as fine frame detection is not required. The 157

proposed frame detection approaches are shown to be 158

robust against the combined effects of SCO and the low- 159

pass characteristic of LEDs. 160

• Third, by using the training block the same as that 161

for frame detection, SCO and channel estimations are 162

performed jointly. The Cramér-Rao lower bounds (CRBs) 163

of SCO estimation and channel estimation are derived 164

the first time for DCO-OFDM LiFi systems. In order to 165

minimize CRBs and improve frame detection accuracy, 166

the training is designed with respect to the optimization 167

of training sequences, the selection of training sequence 168

size and the selection of DC bias ratio. Therefore, 169

the proposed training design allows trade-offs between 170

energy efficiency, performance, complexity and spectrum 171

efficiency. 172

• Fourth, simulation results show that the proposed timing 173

synchronization structure provides bit error rate (BER) 174

performance close to the ideal case with perfect chan- 175

nel state information (CSI), no SCO and perfect frame 176

detection. The proposed three frame detection methods 177

significantly outperform Schmidl’s method [10], [13] and 178

Park’s method [12], [13], [18] in terms of probability 179

of false frame detection. The proposed SCO estimation 180

and channel estimation methods can provide performance 181

close to their CRBs, respectively. 182

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The sys- 183

tem model is presented in Section II. The optimum timing 184

synchronization is proposed in Section III. The sub-optimum 185

timing synchronization is proposed in Section IV. Performance 186

analysis is described in Section V. Simulation results are 187

presented in Section VI. Section VII draws the conclusion. 188

C. Notations 189

Throughout the paper, we use bold symbols to represent 190

vectors/matrices, and superscripts ∗, T and H to denote the 191

complex conjugate, transpose, and complex conjugate trans- 192

pose of a vector/matrix, respectively. IN and 1N×M represent 193

an N × N identity matrix and an N × M all-one matrix, 194

respectively. X(a : b, u : v) denotes a submatrix of X with 195

rows a to b and columns u to v. X(u : v) denotes a submatrix 196

of X with all rows and columns u to v. [X]a,b denotes entry 197

(a, b) of matrix X. [x]a denotes entry (a) of vector x. diag{x} 198
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represents a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are199

entries of vector x. || · ||2F is the Frobenius norm. E{· } denotes200

the expectation. trace{X} denotes the trace of matrix X.201

II. SYSTEM MODEL202

Wireless optical communications perform best with a strong203

line-of-sight (LoS) channel for transmissions [19], and can204

be described as the combination of a diffuse channel and a205

LoS channel. The optical wireless channel impulse response206

hLiFi(t) is written as follows [20]:207

hLiFi(t) = ηLoSδ(t) + hdiffuse(t − �t), (1)208

where ηLoS is the LoS channel component, δ(t) is the Dirac209

delta function, hdiffuse is the diffuse channel component, and210

�t is the delay between the LoS signal and the first arriving211

diffuse signal. The LoS channel component ηLoS is written as212

follows [21]:213

ηLoS =
{

(m+1)Arx
2π D2 cosm (φ) cos (φ)T (φ)G(ϕ), ϕ < �

0, ϕ > �,
(2)214

where m = − ln(2)/ ln[cos(φ1/2)] represents the Lambertian215

emission order, with φ1/2 denoting the half-power semi-angle216

of LEDs, Arx is the detection area of the receiver, φ and ϕ are217

the light radiance angle of the transmitter and the correspond-218

ing light incidence angle of the receiver, respectively, D is219

the distance between transmitter and receiver, T (φ) and G(ϕ)220

are the optical filter gain at the transmitter and concentrator221

gain at the receiver, respectively, and � denotes the field of222

view (FOV) at the receiver. The diffuse channel frequency223

response is written as follows [21]:224

Hdiffuse( f ) = ηdiff
e j2π f �t

1 + j f
f0

, (3)225

where f0 is the 3 dB cutoff frequency, and ηdiff is the diffuse226

signal gain, expressed as follows:227

ηdiff = Arx

Aroom

ρ

1 − ρ
, (4)228

where Aroom is the surface area of a room, and ρ is the average229

reflectivity of walls.230

Another effect of LiFi systems is the limited modulation231

bandwidth of LED, due to the low-pass characteristic of the232

optical front-ends. This effect causes ISI for DCO-OFDM LiFi233

systems, and can be approximately modelled as follows [22]:234

hLED(t) = e− j2π fbt , (5)235

where fb is the cutoff bandwidth of LEDs. The equivalent236

channel h(t) can be expressed as follows [22]–[24]:237

h(t) = hLiFi(t) ⊗ hLED(t), (6)238

where ⊗ denotes linear convolution. The channel impulse239

response in Eq. (6) is sample-spaced resulting in a number of240

L channel path delays as h = [h(0), h(1), . . . , h(L−1)]T , with241

h(l) denoting the l-th (l = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1) channel discrete-242

time response.243

In the system, a single LED transmits M-QAM symbols to244

the receiver, where a number of N subcarriers are used in each245

DCO-OFDM block. Define s(n) as the symbol on subcarrier n 246

(n = 0, . . . , N − 1). Complex baseband symbols are enforced 247

to be real, by constraining the signals to have Hermitian 248

symmetry as s(n) = s∗(N − n), n = 1, 2, . . . , N/2 − 1. 249

Define s
�= [s(0), s(1), . . . , s(N − 1)]T . The resulting time- 250

domain signals matrix X̃ can be written as follows: 251

X̃ = FH diag{s}F(1 : L), (7) 252

where F denotes the N × N DFT matrix, with (u, v) entry 253

[F]u,v = 1/
√

Nexp(− j2πuv/N), (u, v = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1). 254

The time-domain symbol on the n-th subcarrier can also be 255

expressed as x̃(n) = 1√
N

∑N−1
m=0 s(m)e

j2πmn
N . A DC bias is 256

added to x̃(n) to ensure that most of negative signals become 257

positive. The DC bias is calculated from x̃(n), defined as 258

follows [25]: 259

σDC = K
√

E{x̃2(n)}, (8) 260

where K is the DC bias ratio. By clipping the remaining 261

negative signals, the resulting symbol x(n) is written as 262

follows: 263

x(n) = x̃(n) + σDC + wclip(n), (9) 264

where wclip(n) is the clipping noise, given by 265

wclip(n) =
{

0, [x̃(n) + σDC] > 0

−x̃(n) − σDC, [x̃(n) + σDC] � 0.
(10) 266

Using X̃ in Eq. (6), the transmitted signals matrix X can also 267

be written as follows: 268

X = X̃ + σDC1N×L + Wclip, (11) 269

where Wclip
�= [wclip(0), wclip(1), . . . , wclip(L − 1)], 270

wclip(l)
�= [wclip(0, l),wclip(1, l), . . . , wclip(N − 1, l)]T . 271

We define τ ∈ (−0.5, 0.5) as the SCO, normalized by symbol 272

duration T . The received signal is oversampled by a oversam- 273

pling ratio Q, and the sampling interval is Ts = T/Q. In order 274

to avoid inter-block interference (IBI) caused by the channel 275

and the low-pass characteristic of the optical front-ends as 276

shown in Eq. (6), each DCO-OFDM block is prepended with 277

a cyclic prefix (CP) of length Lcp ≥ L − 1 before trans- 278

mission. Assuming perfect frame detection, the oversampled 279

signal vector y
�= [y(0), y(1), . . . , y(QN − 1)]T for each 280

DCO-OFDM block is written as follows [14], [16]: 281

y = G(τ )Xh + w, (12) 282

where G(τ )
�= [g(0), g(1), . . . , g(N − 1)], g(n)

�= 283

[g(−nT − τT ), g(−nT + Ts − τT ), . . . , g(−nT + (QN − 1) 284

s − τT )]T , with g(n) being the pulse shaping filter; and 285

w �= [w(0),w(1), . . . , w(QN − 1)]T , with w(n) denoting the 286

shot and thermal noises, modelled as additive white Gaussian 287

noise (AWGN) whose entries are independent identically dis- 288

tributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random variables with zero mean and 289

the summed variance σ 2 of short noise and thermal noise. 290
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III. OPTIMUM TIMING SYNCHRONIZATION291

A. Timing Error Effects292

For LiFi DCO-OFDM systems, timing synchronization293

process consists of frame detection and sampling clock syn-294

chronization. The inaccurate frame detection leads to timing295

offset errors, while SCO causes ICI between subcarriers of296

DCO-OFDM systems.297

1) Timing Offset: The equivalent channel model in Eq. (6)298

could cause a channel delay path of L as interference to the299

next block. If the length of CP is long enough, the CP contains300

a number of symbols that are not affected by the previous301

block. If the starting point of data frame is in the ISI free302

range, the orthogonality of subcarriers is maintained.303

Let Im = {−Lcp, . . . , 0, . . . , N − 1} be the index vector of304

symbols in each DCO-OFDM block. Define ε = θ̂ε − θε as305

the timing offset, with θ̂ε and θε denoting the estimate and306

real starting points of data frame, respectively.307

• If ε = 0, the starting point of data frame is the position308

of “0′′ in vector Im , and there is no timing offset.309

• If ε ∈ (−∞,−L + Lcp) and ε ∈ (0,∞), ICI and310

inter-block interference (IBI) are generated in the received311

samples.312

• If ε ∈ [−L + Lcp, 0), the symbol offset error causes a313

phase rotation of exp( j2πnε/N) on the n-th subcarrier314

symbol. This effect can be compensated for by channel315

equalization.316

Therefore, the CP should be long enough to protect the317

inaccurate frame detection.318

2) Sampling Clock Offset: The SCO has two effects: sam-319

pling clock phase offset and sampling clock frequency offset.320

The sampling clock phase offset causes a phase shift, the same321

as the phase rotation caused by timing offsets, which can also322

be corrected by channel equalization. The clock frequency323

offset causes ICI and ISI, which can degrade the system324

performance.325

B. Problem Formulation326

In this paper, we first propose an optimum joint ML timing327

synchronization method by a single block, performing frame328

detection, SCO estimation and channel estimation for DCO-329

OFDM systems. For frame detection, the ML is performed in330

the time domain using a window of size QN on the received331

samples to move forward or backward. At the same time,332

the SCO and channels can be estimated jointly alongside with333

frame detection.334

Let θ̃ε and τ̃ denote the trial index for the start position of335

the frame and the trial value of the SCO, respectively. Define336

yN Q (θ̃ε) = [y(θ̃ε), y(1 + θ̃ε), . . . , y(QN + θ̃ε − 1)]T . The337

optimum joint ML estimates of the start point θε , the SCO τ ,338

and the channel h are performed by addressing the cost339

function as follows:340

�
(

yN Q (θ̃ε); τ̃ , θ̃ε, h(θ̃ε, τ̃ )
)

= 1

(πσ 2)N Q
341

·exp

{
− 1

σ 2

∣∣∣∣∣∣yN Q (θ̃ε) − G(τ̃ )Xh(θ̃ε, τ̃ )
∣∣∣∣∣∣2

F

}
, (13)342

where h(θ̃ε, τ̃ ) is the estimate of channel with the effect of θ̃ε 343

and τ̃ . 344

Remark 1: For OFDM RF systems with complex- 345

valued signals, the traditional solution to Problem (13) 346

is to maximize the equation of yH
N Q (θ̃ε)�yN Q (θ̃ε) with 347

� = G(τ̃ )X
(
XH GH (τ̃ )G(τ̃ )X

)−1
XH GH (τ̃ ) [16]. However, 348

the received signals in LiFi systems are real not complex, 349

and unipolar not bipolar. Maximizing the RF based equation 350

above with complex-valued signals does not provide a correct 351

solution to Problem (13) with real-valued signals. Instead, 352

we propose another solution by minimizing Problem (13) 353

to perform the joint frame detection and sampling clock 354

synchronization. 355

Remark 2: The optimal solution to Problem (13) leads 356

to extremely high computational complexity, as a two- 357

dimensional search is required for joint frame detection 358

and sampling clock synchronization. Thus, we propose a 359

timing synchronization structure that can reduce the high- 360

complexity two-dimensional search to two low-complexity 361

one-dimensional searches. 362

IV. SUB-OPTIMUM TIMING SYNCHRONIZATION 363

By exploring a number of properties of DCO-OFDM LiFi 364

systems, a sub-optimum timing synchronization method is 365

proposed, dividing the whole process into a frame detection 366

step and a sampling clock synchronization step, as shown 367

in Fig. 1. Thus, the high-complex two-dimensional search 368

can be divided into two low-complexity one-dimensional 369

searches. In this paper, all timing synchronization processes 370

are performed using a single DCO-OFDM block, described 371

as follows. First, a number of two coarse frame detection 372

methods are proposed, respectively, to detect coarse timing 373

indexes. Next, fine frame detection is used to provide an 374

accurate start point of data frame. Furthermore, we propose 375

a low-complexity frame detection method, requiring no fine 376

frame detection. Then, by using the training block the same as 377

that for frame detection, the SCO and channels are estimated 378

jointly. Also, two CRBs are derived for the SCO estimation 379

and the channel estimation, respectively. In order to lower 380

CRBs and improve estimation performance, a set of training 381

sequences is designed. 382

A. Frame Detection 383

We propose a number of three frame detection schemes 384

designed particularly for DCO-OFDM LiFi systems: MRSP, 385

SMRSP and MNCP. The MRSP frame detection is performed 386

by minimizing the power between the received and recon- 387

structed signals. SMRSP, a special case of MRSP, is to mini- 388

mize part of difference between the received and reconstructed 389

signals. This scheme provides low complexity, as fine frame 390

detection is not required. The MNCP technique is to minimize 391

the sum power of negative channel coefficients, by exploring 392

the non-negativity property of LiFi channels. The proposed 393

frame detection methods are robust against the combined effect 394

of the SCO and the low bandwidth of phosphor-coated LEDs. 395

Traditional RF frame detection methods [10], [12], require 396

negative and positive parts of received signals to detect the 397
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed timing synchronization for DCO-OFDM LiFi systems.

start point of data frame. However, the received signals in398

LiFi systems are real and non-negative, and are therefore not399

suitable for DCO-OFDM LiFi systems. Also, these methods400

are not robust against the SCO and the low bandwidth of

AQ:3

401

phosphor-coated LEDs.402

1) Coarse Frame Detection:403

a) Minimization of received signal power: In order to404

achieve low complexity, we use a window size of N samples405

moving forward or backward one sample in the received signal406

sample vector, to search for the start point of the frame. The407

received signals used for detection are equivalent to extracting408

a symbol by every Q samples from the oversampled signals in409

Eq. (13) to form a received signals vector N × 1 as yN (θε) =410

[y(Q +θε), y(2Q +θε), . . . , y(QN + Q +θε −1)]T . Since the411

received optical signals are positive and real, we, assuming no412

SCO, propose to minimize the cost function, with respect to413

the timing index θε , as414

J (θε) = ∣∣∣∣yN (θε) − Xh
∣∣∣∣2

F . (14)415

Define P as the length of training sequence used at the416

receiver. Using Eqs. (7) and (11), the training can be for-417

mulated as XP = X̃P + σDC1N×P + Wclip, with X̃P =418

FH diag{s}F(1 : P). Using the training XP of size N × P ,419

the channel h(θ̃ε) at the trial timing index θ̃ε is written as420

h(θ̃ε) =
[
XT

PXP

]−1
XT

P yN (θ̃ε). (15)421

h(θ̃ε) is used to reconstruct the received signal by substituting422

Eqs. (15) into (14). By minimizing the difference between the423

reconstructed signal and the received signal, the MRSP based424

coarse timing index θ̂εMRSP is obtained as follows:425

θ̂εMRSP = arg min
θ̃ε

∣∣∣∣∣∣yN (θ̃ε) − XPh(θ̃ε)
∣∣∣∣∣∣2

F
. (16)426

b) Simplified minimization of received signal power: 427

When P = 1, the training matrix becomes a transmitted signal 428

vector as x. Using Eq. (15), we have 429

h(θ̃ε) =
(

xT x
)−1

xT yN (θ̃ε). (17) 430

Compared with the MRSP method, SMRSP is to minimize part 431

of difference between the received and reconstructed signals 432

to obtain the timing index θ̂εSMRSP by 433

θ̂εSMRSP = arg min
θ̃ε

∣∣∣∣∣∣yN (θ̃ε) − xh(θ̃ε)
∣∣∣∣∣∣2

F
. (18) 434

Please note that SMRSP is a special case of MRSP. SMRSP 435

is robust against the effect of the SCO and the low-pass 436

characteristic of LEDs, requiring no fine frame detection, 437

as the noise power is greatly reduced by the scalar of xT x, 438

as shown in Eq. (17). 439

Theorem 1: Given a fixed t in Eq. (5), higher cutoff 440

bandwidth of the LED fb improves the SMRSP estimation 441

performance. When the cutoff bandwidth of LED fb is as 442

high as possible, MRSP becomes SMRSP. 443

Proof of Theorem 1: See Appendix A. 444

c) Minimization of negative channel power: Since the 445

channels are unipolar and non-negative for LiFi systems, h(θ̃ε) 446

in Eq. (15) contains non-negative channel coefficients under a 447

noiseless condition, if θ̃ε is correct, i.e., θ̃ε = θε . When noise 448

is present, the sum power of negative channel coefficients at 449

the correct timing index is much lower than that at incorrect 450

timing index, i.e., θ̃ε 	= θε . The MNCP technique aims to 451

minimize the sum power of the negative channel coefficients 452

in h(θ̃ε) to obtain the coarse timing index θ̂εMNCP as follows: 453

θ̂εMNCP = arg min
θ̃ε

P−1∑
l=0

∣∣∣{[
h(θ̃ε)

]
l
< 0

}∣∣∣ . (19) 454
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B. Fine Frame Detection455

The presence of SCO results in a biased coarse timing456

index. Therefore, further fine frame detection is required to457

improve the accuracy. For LiFi systems, the first received458

signal is the strongest LoS component [19], [20], followed by459

a period of no signals until the first reflected signal reaches460

the receiver. This is because the signal propagation delay of461

the LoS path is much shorter than the delay incurred by the462

reflected paths [19], [20]. This property is used in the fine463

frame detection to refine the coarse timing index. The residual464

timing error after coarse frame detection can be introduced into465

the channel, which causes the delay of the strongest path. The466

proposed fine frame detection method aims at finding the path467

delay. This can be performed by searching for the position468

of the strongest channel path. Plugging Eqs. (19) into (15)469

yields h(θ̂εMNCP) = [
XT

P XP
]−1

XT
P yN (θ̂εMNCP). The proposed470

MNCP technique for fine frame detection can be described471

mathematically as follows:472

ε̂MNCP = arg max
l

[
h(θ̂εMNCP)

]
l
. (20)473

The estimated timing index δ̂MNCP stemming from the MNCP474

based method is defined as:475

δ̂MNCP = θ̂εMNCP + ε̂MNCP. (21)476

Similarly, plugging Eqs. (16) into (15) yields h(θ̂εMRSP) =477 [
XT

PXP
]−1

XT
PyN (θ̂εMRSP). Similar to MNCP, the delay of478

ε̂MRSP is obtained by searching for the position of the strongest479

channel path as follows:480

ε̂MRSP = arg max
l

[
h(θ̂εMRSP)

]
l
. (22)481

As a result and analog to Eq. (21), we obtain:482

δ̂MRSP = θ̂εMRSP + ε̂MRSP. (23)483

Please note that the LoS component ηLoS is related to LoS484

channel response gain, and thus affects fine frame detection.485

ηLoS depends on the light radiance angle φ, and is inversely486

proportional to the distance D between the transmitter and487

receiver. When φ = 0, the LoS component ηLoS achieves the488

maximum channel power at the same distance.489

The SCO makes the inaccurate channel estimation in the490

frame detection. Thus, we need to improve channel estimation491

successively. In the next section, SCO and channels are492

considered to be jointly estimated.493

C. Sampling Clock Synchronization494

The training sequences that are used for frame detection can495

be employed again in this section to perform joint ML SCO496

and channel estimation. With correct timing index, the joint497

SCO and channel estimations are performed by minimizing498

the cost function as follows:499

J (τ, h) = ||y − G(τ )Xh||2F . (24)500

As the SCO is between −0.5 and 0.5, we use the trial value501

of τ̃ and the training sequences XP to estimate the channel502

with τ̃ as follows: 503

h(τ̃ ) =
(

XT
P GT (τ̃ )G(τ̃ )XP

)−1
XT

P GT (τ̃ )y. (25) 504

By substituting Eqs. (25) into (24), the estimate of SCO τ̂ is 505

to minimize the cost function as follows: 506

τ̂ = arg min
τ̃∈(−0.5, 0.5)

||y − G(τ̃ )XPh(τ̃ )||2F . (26) 507

By substituting Eqs. (26) into (25), the channel estimation is 508

performed as follows: 509

ĥ =
(

XT
P GT (τ̂ )G(τ̂ )XP

)−1
XT

P GT (τ̂ )y. (27) 510

In a multiple input multiple output (MIMO) system, where 511

there are multiple transmitters and receivers, Eq. (13) is 512

still applicable. However, using Eq. (13) leads to extremely 513

high computational complexity in the MIMO case. The pro- 514

posed timing synchronization approach can divide the multi- 515

dimensional problem into a number of one-dimensional prob- 516

lems, greatly reducing the complexity for MIMO systems. 517

Therefore, the proposed approach can easily be extended to 518

MIMO systems. 519

D. Cramér-Rao Lower Bound 520

As the SCO estimation and the channel estimation in 521

Eqs. (26) and (27) are unbiased, CRBs [26] can be employed to 522

provide a performance benchmark as lower bound. We derive 523

the CRBs in terms of closed-form expression for the joint 524

estimation of SCO τ and channel h. As the variance of any 525

unbiased estimator is as high as the inverse of the Fisher 526

Information matrix, the CRB lower bound corresponds to the 527

inverse of Fisher Information matrix. As τ and h are real, 528

the estimation vector θ can be expressed as 529

θ = [τ, h]T . (28) 530

Using the received signals, the corresponding Fisher Infor- 531

mation matrix for the estimate of vector can be written as 532

follows: [26] 533

FIM = 2

σ 2

[
∂yT

∂θ

∂y
∂θT

]
. (29) 534

In the Fisher Information matrix, we should note that, 1), 535

the diagonal elements are non-negative; and 2), the diagonal 536

elements of the inverse of Fisher Information matrix are 537

the bounds for the joint estimates of τ and h. The (u, v) 538

component of Fisher Information matrix is expressed as 539

[FIM]u,v = 2

σ 2

[
∂yT

∂[θ ]u

∂y

∂[θ ]vT

]
. (30) 540

Define A = ∂G(τ )
∂τ XP and B = G(τ )XP . Here, we have 541

∂2y
∂τ 2 = hH AH Ah, ∂2y

∂τ ∂h = hH AH B, ∂2y
∂h ∂τ = BH Ah, and 542

∂2y
∂h2 = BH B. 543

The Fisher Information matrix yields: 544

FIM = 2

σ 2

[
hT AT Ah hT AT B

BT Ah BT B

]
. (31) 545
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Define α = (hT AT �BAh)−1 with �B = I − B(BT B)−1BT ,546

β = (BT B)−1BT Ah, and Ch = BT B. The CRB of the joint547

estimation of τ and h is the inverse of the Fisher Information548

matrix, as shown in Appendix B, and this leads to:549

CRB = σ 2

2

[
α αβT

αβ C−1
h + αββT

]
. (32)550

As the diagonal elements of the CRB matrix are corresponding551

to the bounds for the estimations of τ and h, the CRB of the552

SCO estimation CRB(τ ) is the (1, 1) entry of CRB in Eq. (32),553

given as follows:554

CRB(τ ) = σ 2

2
α555

= σ 2

2

(
hT AT �BAh

)−1
. (33)556

The CRB of the channel estimation CRB(h) is the (2, 2) entry557

of CRB in Eq. (32), given as follows:558

CRB(h) = σ 2

2

(
C−1

h + αββH
)
. (34)559

It can be observed from Eqs. (33) and (34) that the high560

channel gains and the strong power of training sequences can561

minimize the CRB of joint SCO and channel estimations.562

E. Training Sequence Design563

The objective of training sequence design is to minimize564

the CRBs with respect to the SCO and channel estimations.565

It is observed in Eq. (32) that CRB(h) is affected by CRB(τ ).566

Minimizing CRB(τ ) corresponds to minimizing CRB(h). Thus,567

we design a set of training sequences X̂P to minimize CRB(τ )568

as follows:569

X̂P = σ 2

2
arg min

XP

{(
hT AT �BAh

)−1
}

. (35)570

In other words, the optimum set of training sequences can be571

found by maximizing the eigenvalue of hT AT �BAh. As the572

channel h is unknown, it is not possible to find a set of optimal573

training sequences that optimize Problem (35) with general h.574

In order to make Problem (35) tractable, we can simplify575

Problem (35) to576

X̂P = σ 2

2||h||2F
arg max

XP

{
trace

{
AT �BA

}}
. (36)577

Using Eqs. (7) and (11), XP can be expressed by the578

frequency-domain signal s. The optimization problem can be579

formulated to the design of the frequency-domain training580

sequences s. Let R(τ ) = ∂G(τ )
∂τ . Using Eq. (7) and making581

some arrangements, considering the effect of AT A in Prob-582

lem (36), we can formulate the following problem to optimize583

training sequences as584

ŝ = arg max
s

{
trace

{
FH

L diag{sH }FRT (τ )R(τ )FH diag{s}FL

}}
,585

subject to sH s=1. (37)586

We only consider the dominate and significant compo-587

nent RT (τ )R(τ ) in (37) for the optimization of training588

sequences s. We can find the solution to (37) as the eigenvector589

of RT (τ )R(τ ) with respect to the maximum eigenvalue [27]. 590

Define λmax{RT (τ )R(τ )} and vmax{RT (τ )R(τ )} as the largest 591

eigenvalue and the associated eigenvector of RT (τ )R(τ ), 592

respectively. Then, we can find an optimization for Prob- 593

lem (37) as follows: 594

ŝ = Fvmax{RT (τ )R(τ )}. (38) 595

Although the solution is not an optimal solution to the original 596

hard coupling Problem (35). However, we provide a tractable 597

way to establish a solution which is still meaningful in engi- 598

neering applications. Note that the training sequence design 599

depends on RT (τ )R(τ ) with respect to τ which is not known 600

in advance. However, RT (τ )R(τ ) is independent of τ , with a 601

large number of N and Q [28]. The variations of τ have no 602

significant impact on the performance [28]. Thus, we use the 603

range 0 − 0.1 which sits at the center of the SCO between 604

−0.5 and 0.5 to design the training sequences. 605

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 606

A. Complexity Analysis 607

For frame detection, MNCP results in (N2 P) multiplica- 608

tion operations, while MRSP leads to (N2 P2) multiplica- 609

tion operations. As can be seen, MNCP exhibits a P-fold 610

complexity reduction, compared to MRSP. This is because 611

Eq. (16) is not required in MNCP. When P = 1, MRSP 612

becomes SMRSP, achieving (N2) multiplication operations. 613

The proposed sampling clock synchronization method requires 614

(N4 Q3 1
�) operations. 615

With each search, the proposed optimum timing synchro- 616

nization in Eq. (13) needs (N6 Q3 P2 1
�) operations, with � 617

denoting the step size of the search for the SCO. Compared 618

to the optimum method, the proposed sub-optimal approach 619

can achieve a reduction of at least approximately (N2 P2) 620

multiplication operations. This is equal to about 589, 824 621

multiplication operations reduction when N = 64 and P = 12. 622

These parameters are used in the simulation setup in 623

Section VI. 624

B. Performance Analysis for Frame Detection 625

1) Discussion of Training Length P: The proposed MRSP 626

and MNCP frame detection methods can only work if the 627

training matrix XP of size N × P is singular. 628

• When P = N , XP is square. Eqs. (15) and (16) are 629

independent of θ̃ε . MRSP and MNCP cannot work. 630

• When P 
→ N , the proposed MRSP and MNCP provide 631

worse performance, verified in Fig. 4. 632

• When P 
→ 1, MNCP cannot perform, as sufficient 633

training length P is required to generate the number of 634

channel paths L, i.e., P ≥ L, as shown in Fig. 4. 635

• When P = 1, MRSP becomes SMRSP. 636

2) Impact of DC Bias Ratio K : When DC bias ratio K is 637

low, all frame detection methods provide poor performance, 638

as less optical power is used, as shown in Eq. (40). When 639

a high level of the DC bias ratio is used, the DC power 640

of training signals increases. The component of (XT
P XP)−1

641

includes a number of stronger negative coefficients, which 642
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TABLE I

ESTIMATORS WITH ANALYTICAL PARAMETERS (SYN.: SYNCHRONIZATION, EST.: ESTIMATION, CS: CHANNEL ESTIMATION )

is multiplied to the noise in Eq. (15) for the MNCP and643

MRSP techniques. The high-valued negative coefficients do644

not reduce the noise power. The MNCP and MRSP techniques645

cannot perform well. Thus, there is a careful selection of646

DC bias ratio, as a too low or too high level of DC bias647

ratio K makes the performance of the MRSP and MNCP648

techniques become worse. For SMRSP, the noise is reduced649

by the scalar of xT x ≈ K 2E{x̃2(n)} as shown in Eq. (17),650

which is proportional to the DC bias ratio K . Thus, SMRSP651

provides performance improved with higher value of K used.652

The impact of K on a number of frame detection methods is653

verified in Fig. 3.654

3) Discussion of Noise Reduction: The MNCP technique655

reduces the noise by
(
XT

P XP
)−1

XT
P , while the MRSP tech-656

nique does not reduce the noise power, as the component of657

XP
(
XT

PXP
)−1

XT
P is multiplied to the noise. For this reason,658

the MNCP technique provides better performance than the659

MRSP technique. The SMRSP frame detection reduces the660

noise by a scalar of xT x. However, some negative coefficients661

have strong power in (XT
PXP)−1XT

P for the MNCP technique,662

which does not reduce the noise power. Thus, the SMRSP663

frame detection provides better performance than MNCP and664

MRSP techniques, verified in Fig. 2.665

C. Performance Analysis for Sampling Clock Synchronization666

1) Discussion of Training Length P: Let B = U�VT be667

the singular value decomposition (SVD), where � denotes the668

diagonal singular matrix of size QN × P , U and V denote669

unitary matrices of sizes QN × QN and P × P , respectively.670

Let Ũ = U(1 : QN, 1 : P). After some mathematical671

simplification as shown in Appendix C, Eq. (36) can be672

rewritten as follows:673

X̂P = σ 2

2||h||2F
arg max

XP

{
trace

{
AT

(
I − ŨŨ

T
)

A
}}

. (39)674

Ũ is the QN × P sub-matrix of an unitary matrix. When675

P 
→ N , ŨŨ
T

tends towards an identity matrix, i.e., (I −676

ŨŨ
T
) 
→ 0. Problem (39) cannot be optimized. When P 
→ 1,677

using Eqs. (26) and (27) does not generate a sufficient number678

of channel paths. Therefore, the training sequence length P679

should be larger than L, and much less than N . The impact680

of training sequence length P is verified in Fig. 7.681

2) Impact of DC Bias Ratio K : Since CRB(τ ) is a scalar,682

a high DC bias ratio enhances the power of training signals,683

and minimizes the CRB(τ ) of the SCO estimation.684

For channel estimation, the CRB(h) includes C−1
h and685

αββH , as shown in Eq. (34). With a large size of G(τ ), it holds686

that GT (τ )G(τ ) ≈ I. Thus, we have C−1
h ≈ (XT

PXP )−1.687

Minimizing α, i.e., CRB(τ ), results in ||αββH ||2F 688

||(XT
P XP)−1||2F . Thus, the CRB of the channel estimation 689

depends on the component of C−1
h or (XT

PXP )−1 rather than 690

αββH . If a low level of DC bias ratio K is used in training 691

sequences, less optical power is used, as shown in Eq. (40). 692

The proposed channel estimation provides poor performance. 693

However, a high level of DC bias ratio does not minimize 694

the CRB of the channel estimation. This is because the high 695

DC bias makes the high power of negative coefficients in 696

(XT
PXP)−1, resulting in the increased value of CRB(h). Thus, 697

the DC bias ratio K should be carefully selected to trade off 698

the SCO estimation and the channel estimation. The impact 699

of DC bias ratio K is verified in Fig. 8. 700

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS 701

We use Monte-Carlo simulations to analyze the performance 702

of the proposed timing synchronization methods for DCO- 703

OFDM systems. Unless otherwise stated, the simulations 704

assume that a data frame contains 256 DCO-OFDM blocks 705

of N = 64 subcarriers. The CP length is LCP = 16. An over- 706

sampling ratio of Q = 4 is used. A single DCO-OFDM 707

block is used as training, resulting in a training overhead of 708

1/256 = 0.39%. The DC bias ratio is set as K = 1. The 709

training sequence length is P = 12 or P = 6. However, 710

the optimum selection of K and P depends on method used. 711

Table I shows the optimal selection of K and P for a 712

number of frame detection and sampling clock synchronization 713

methods. A raised cosine filter is employed, with roll off factor 714

of 0.2. The symbol rates are 500 Msymbols/s. A step size 715

of � = 0.001 is used to search for the SCO. The training 716

sequences are generated using SCO τ = 0 or τ = 0.1. 717

The mean squared error (MSE) between the true and esti- 718

mated SCOs, is defined as MSE = E{(τ − τ̂ )2}. The MSE of 719

channel estimation is defined as MSE = E{(h − ĥ)T (h − ĥ)}. 720

Energy per bit for optical power is denoted by Eb,opt, while 721

electrical power by Eb,ele. The optical power is obtained from 722

the electrical power as follows [8]: 723

Eb,opt

N0
= K 2

1 + K 2

Eb,ele

N0
. (40) 724

The 3-dB cutoff bandwidth of LED is fb = 81.5 MHz [19]. 725

The room size is 5 m × 5 m × 3 m (length × width × 726

height) [23]. The LED is located on the ceiling, with the 727

coordinate (3 m, 3 m, 3 m). The receiver is on the desk of 728

height 1 m facing upwards. A transmitter’s light radiance angle 729

of φ = 40 degrees is used, while the receiver’s corresponding 730

light incidence angle is ϕ = 60 degrees [22]–[24]. The receiver 731

detection area is Arx = 1 cm2 is used. The half-power semi- 732

angle of LED is φ1/2 = 60 degrees. The average reflectivity 733

of walls is assumed to be ρ = 0.8. An optical filter gain of 734
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Fig. 2. Probability of false frame detection performance of the proposed
MRSP, SMRSP and MNCP based frame detection methods, with P = 12
training sequence length and K = 1 DC bias ratio, in the presence of SCO.

T (φ) = 1 is considered at the transmitter, while a concentrator735

gain of G(ϕ) = 1 is used at the receiver.736

A. Performance of Frame Detection737

In Fig. 2, the probability of false frame detection of738

the proposed MRSP, SMRSP and MNCP frame detection739

schemes is demonstrated, in comparison with Schmidl’s740

method and Park’s method [10], [12], [13], [18], in the741

presence of SCO. The MRSP and MNCP frame detec-742

tion schemes result in performance significantly better than743

Schmidl’s method and Park’s method. MNCP outperforms744

MRSP in terms of 3 dB gains. This is because MNCP745

can reduce noise power, as discussed in Subsection V-B-3).746

SMRSP is robust against the effect of SCO when no fine frame747

detection is in place. It provides a better performance than748

MRSP and MNCP at low Eb,ele/N0. This is because SMRSP749

can suppress noise power, more than MNCP, as discussed750

in Subsection V-B-3). Schmidl’s and Park’s methods are not751

robust against the combined effect of SCO and the low-pass752

characteristic of LED.753

Fig. 3 demonstrates the impact of DC bias ratio on the false754

frame detection probability performance when using MRSP,755

SMRSP and MNCP, in the presence of SCO, with Eb,ele/N0 =756

10 dB and P = 12. MRSP and MNCP frame detection757

approaches demonstrate a concave with the variations of DC758

bias ratio, and achieve the best performance at K = 1 DC bias759

ratio. There is significant improvement using SMRSP when a760

higher DC bias ratio used. This is because the noise is reduced761

by the scalar of xT x ≈ K 2E{x̃2(n)}, which is proportional to762

the DC bias ratio K , as discussed in Subsection V-B-2).763

In Fig. 4, the impact of training sequence length P on764

the performance of false frame detection probability for the765

proposed methods is demonstrated, in the presence of SCO,766

with Eb,ele/N0 = 10 dB and K = 1. SMRSP is shown with767

P = 1 training sequence length, as a special case of MRSP.768

With short training sequence length, MRSP provides better769

performance than MNCP. This is because MNCP requires770

Fig. 3. Impact of DC bias ratio K on the probability of false frame detection
performance of the proposed MRSP, SMRSP and MNCP based frame detec-
tion methods, with P = 12 training sequence length and Eb,ele/N0 = 10 dB,
in the presence of SCO.

Fig. 4. Impact of training sequence length P on the probability of false
frame detection performance of the proposed MRSP, SMRSP, MNCP based
frame detection methods, with K = 1 DC bias ratio and Eb,ele/N0 = 10 dB,
in the presence of SCO.

sufficient training length to generate the total number of 771

channel paths for frame detection. SMRSP can minimize part 772

of difference between the received and reconstructed signals 773

to perform frame detection. When P becomes large and 774

close to N , the proposed methods provide worse performance, 775

because the training matrix is close to square. This is consis- 776

tent with the discussion in Subsection V-B-1). 777

B. Performances of Sampling Clock synchronization 778

Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate the MSE performance of the 779

proposed SCO estimation and channel estimation methods, 780

respectively, with K = 1 DC bias ratio and P = 6 781

training sequence length. From Eb,ele/N0s = 0 dB to 15 782

dB, there is a big performance gap. This is due to the 783

false frame detection, affecting the MSE performance of the 784

proposed SCO estimation and channel estimation methods. 785

From Eb,ele/N0s = 15 dB to 30 dB, the proposed SCO 786
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Fig. 5. MSE performance of the proposed SCO estimation, in comparison
to the CRB of SCO estimation, with K = 1 DC bias ratio and P = 6 training
sequence length.

Fig. 6. MSE performance of the proposed channel estimation, in comparison
to the CRB for channel estimation, with K = 1 DC bias ratio and P = 6
training sequence length. CS refers to channel estimation in the legend.

estimation and channel estimation schemes alongside the pro-787

posed frame detection can provide MSE performance, close788

to their CRBs.789

Fig. 7 demonstrates the impact of training sequence length790

P on the MSE performance of the proposed SCO and channel791

estimation schemes, with Eb,ele/N0 = 20 dB and K = 1 DC792

bias ratio. The proposed SCO and channel estimation schemes793

show the best performance at training sequence length P = 6.794

This is because the sufficient training length P is required795

to generate the total number of channel paths. When P is too796

large, we have (I−ŨŨ
T
) ≈ 0 in Eq. (39). Problem (39) cannot797

be optimized. The proposed SCO and channel estimation798

schemes cannot work. This is consistent with the discussion799

in Subsection V-C-1).800

Fig. 8 showcases the impact of DC bias ratio K on the MSE801

performance of the proposed SCO and channel estimation802

schemes, with Eb,ele/N0 = 20 dB and P = 6. The proposed803

SCO estimation scheme provides performance improvements804

when the DC bias ratio increases. This is due to two reasons:805

Fig. 7. Impact of the training sequence length P on the MSE performance
of the proposed SCO and channel estimation methods, with K = 1 DC bias
ratio and Eb,ele/N0 = 20 dB.

Fig. 8. Impact of the DC bias ratio K on the MSE performance of the
proposed SCO and channel estimation methods, with P = 6 training sequence
length and Eb,ele/N0 = 20 dB.

One reason is that greater optical power is used with a higher 806

level of DC bias ratio. The other reason is that at the same time 807

with the addition of a larger DC bias, the DC signal power can 808

be enhanced, minimizing the CRB(τ ) of the SCO estimation. 809

Thus, the proposed SCO estimation method improves. This 810

is consistent with the discussion in Subsection V-C-2). Also, 811

it is shown that the proposed SCO estimation scheme yield 812

performance that is close to the CRB. For the proposed channel 813

estimation method, a high level of DC bias ratio does not 814

improve the performance. This is because the high DC bias 815

makes the high power of negative coefficients in (XT
P XP)−1, 816

resulting in the increased value of CRB(h), as discussed in 817

Subsection V-C-2). Thus, the performance of the proposed 818

channel estimation is shown to be concave. The best perfor- 819

mance can be achieved at K = 1. 820

C. BER Performance of Proposed Timing Synchronization 821

In Fig. 9, the BER performance of the proposed 822

timing synchronization process is demonstrated with 823
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Fig. 9. BER performance of the proposed timing synchronizing scheme.
EQ refers to equalization; CE refers to channel estimation and est. refers to
estimation.

16 QAM modulation. The zero forcing (ZF) based equalization824

method with perfect frame detection, no SCO and perfect CSI825

is used as benchmark. The proposed timing synchronization826

process includes three frame detection methods, i.e., MRSP,827

SMRSP and NMCP, and the proposed SCO and channel828

estimation methods. With a training overhead of 0.39%,829

a number of proposed timing synchronization schemes830

provide BER performance significantly better than Schmidl’s831

and Park’s methods [10], [12], [13], [18], and performance832

close to the ZF equalization based case with perfect CSI,833

no SCO and perfect frame detection.834

VII. CONCLUSION835

In this paper, we have proposed a timing synchronization836

mechanism for DCO-OFDM LiFi systems. By using a sin-837

gle training DCO-OFDM block, frame detection and SCO838

estimation can be performed together jointly with channel839

estimation. The proposed timing synchronization techniques840

provide BER performance close to the ideal case with perfect841

CSI, no SCO and perfect frame detection. The proposed new842

frame detection methods significantly outperform Schmidl’s843

method and Park’s method in terms of probability of false844

frame detection, and demonstrate the robustness against the845

SCO and the low-pass characteristic of the optical front-ends.846

The proposed SCO estimation and channel estimation methods847

result in performance close to CRBs. The proposed timing848

synchronization mechanism allows harnessing of trade-offs849

between estimation accuracy, spectral efficiency, energy effi-850

ciency, and complexity. In future work, we consider extending851

the timing synchronization to MIMO systems.852

APPENDIX A853

PROOF OF THEOREM 1854

Let x(n, l) denote the transmitted symbol on the n-th row855

and l-th column of X. Let X = [x(0), x(1), . . . , x(N − 1)]T ,856

with x(n) = [x(n, 0), x(n, 1), . . . , x(n, L − 1)].857

The transmitted signal vector can be written as858

x = [x(0, 0), x(1, 0), . . . , x(N − 1, 0)]T . Eq. (17) can 859

be re-written as follows: 860

h(θ̃ε) =
(

xT x
)−1 × {r(0)h(0) + r(1)h(1) 861

+ . . . r(L − 1)h(L − 1)} (41) 862

where r(0) = x2(0, 0)+ x2(1, 0)+ . . .+ x2(N − 1, 0), r(1) = 863

x(0, 0)x(0, 1) + . . . x(N − 1, 0)x(N − 1, 1), …, r(L − 1) = 864

x(0, 0)x(0, L − 1) + . . . x(N − 1, 0)x(N − 1, L − 1). Since 865

xT x = r(0), the reconstructed signal in Eq. (18) is given as 866

follows: 867

h(θ̃ε)x = h(0)x +
(

xT x
)−1

868

× {r(1)h(1) + . . . r(L − 1)h(L − 1)} x. (42) 869

The first term of Eq. (42) is the part of received signals 870

yN (θ̃ε), while the second term is the difference. The SMRSP 871

based frame detection is to cancel the first term, by treating 872

the second term as noise. If fb1 < fb2 , from Eq. (5), we can 873

obtain 874

hLED(t, fb2)

hLED(t, fb1)
= e j2π t ( fb1− fb2 ) < 1. (43) 875

We can see hLED(t, fb2) < hLED(t, fb1) with a fixed t and 876

t 	= 0. Thus, the higher cutoff bandwidth leads to lower 877

channel response of h(1), . . . , h(L −1). The power of the sec- 878

ond term of Eq. (42) is reduced. The difference between the 879

received and reconstructed signals is minimized. The SMRSP 880

frame detection improves. When the cutoff bandwidth is as 881

high as possible, we have e− j2π fbt ≈ 0 with a fixed t and 882

t 	= 0, resulting in h(1), . . . , h(L − 1) 
→ 0. MRSP becomes 883

SMRSP. This proves Theorem 1. 884

APPENDIX B 885

MATHEMATICAL DERIVATIONS OF CRB 886

The Fisher Information matrix in Eq. (31) can be rewritten 887

as follows: 888

FIM = 2

σ 2

[
Cτ ϒT

ϒ Ch

]
(44) 889

where Cτ = hH AH Ah, Ch = BH B and ϒ = BH Ah. 890

According to the matrix inverse lemma [29], we can obtain 891

the inverse of Fisher Information matrix: 892

2

σ 2 F−1
IM =

[
01×L

IL×L

]
C−1

h

[
0L×1, IL×L

]
893

+
[

1
−C−1

h ϒ

] (
Cτ − ϒT C−1

h ϒ
)−1 [

1 − ϒT C−1
h

]
894

=
[

0 01×L

0L×1 C−1
h

]
+

(
Cτ − ϒT C−1

h ϒ
)−1

895

×
[

1 −ϒT C−1
h

−C−1
h ϒ C−1

h ϒϒT C−1
h

]
(45) 896

Let α
�=

(
Cτ − ϒT C−1

h ϒ
)−1 = (

hH AH�BAh
)−1

with 897

�B = I−B(BT B)−1BT and β
�= −C−1

h ϒ = (BH B)−1BH Ah. 898

Eq. (45) can be rewritten: 899

2

σ 2 F−1
IM =

[
0 01×K

0K×1 C−1
h

]
+ α

[
1 βH

β ββH

]
. (46) 900
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Thus, the joint CRB of the SCO estimation and channel901

estimation is expressed:902

CRB = σ 2

2

[
α αβH

αβ C−1
h + αββH

]
. (47)903

This proves Eq. (32).904

APPENDIX C905

PROOF OF EQ. (39)906

It holds that907

(BT B)−1 =
(

V�T UT · U�VT
)−1 =

(
V�2VT

)−1
908

= V�−2VT . (48)909

Thus,910

B(BT B)−1BT = U�VT · V�−2VT · V�T UT
911

= U��−2�T UT . (49)912

Define �̃ = �(1 : L, 1 : L) as the diagonal matrix with913

diagonal elements being the eigenvalue of B. Since � =914

[�̃, 0]T , we have �−2 = �̃−2 and �T = [�̃, 0]. Also, we can915

obtain916

��−2�T =
[

�̃

0

]
�̃−2[�̃, 0] =

[
IL×L 0

0 0

]
. (50)917

Plugging Eq. (50) into Eq. (49) results in:918

�B = I − B(BT B)−1BT
919

= I − U
[

IL×L 0
0 0

]
UT = I − ŨŨ

T
. (51)920

This proves Eq. (39) from Eq. (36).921
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